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ABSTRACT
Lack of safe food storage can lead to sickness, cancer, and even death. This has effects on
developing communities where over a billion people live without access to electricity. This lack of
electrical power limits families in developing communities’ ability to utilize modern refrigeration
systems, forcing them to instead rely on ice boxes to keep their food cold. Ice boxes are a time
consuming refrigeration system that can be highly inconsistent and unsafe, if not constantly mon-
itored. Simply, poor food storage can lead to illness and systemic problems caused by poor diet.
In order to combat this problem, we are developing an off-grid, low power, compact refrigeration
system with a user interface to allow for greater individual control.
By optimizing thermoelectric modules with regards to the refrigerator size and heat dissipation
system, it is possible to achieve a temperature difference suitable for storing food at power levels
lower than that of a standard light bulb. The cooling system is further enhanced using an evapora-
tive cooling solution that is rigorously designed to provide the greatest cooling effect with minimal
user interaction. When used in conjunction with the main thermoelectric heat pump, lower inter-
nal temperatures can be achieved at reduced power. This system performance is monitored and
controlled using a micro-controller that measures environmental conditions as well as fridge per-
formance. It can inform the user and allow them a greater amount of control over the performance
of their refrigeration system. In summary, we seek to effectively design a product that will enhance
the quality and safety of life for those without access to reliable refrigeration.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
Food-related health problems are one of the biggest challenges facing developing communities
around the world. The World Health Organizations study on diet and nutrition from 2010, as
reported by Time Magazine, stated that 351,000 people die of food poisoning globally every year
[1]. Christopher Wild and Andrew Hall studied food storage and its relation to the development of
hepatocellular carcinomas (HCC) in developing countries. They found that HCC is the fifth most
common cancer in the world with 80% of cases occurring in developing countries. Wild and Hall
concluded that food spoilage is a major cause of HCC and is partially preventable through proper
food storage [2].
Tackling food storage is challenging because, in many of the locations where food storage is a
problem, there is no access to electricity. In fact, there are over 1.3 billion people without access
to consistent or grid based electricity [3]. Meaning, this populous is unable to access the many
basic goods and appliances that we take for granted in the western world, in particular in-home
refrigeration.
We have chosen to focus on Campeche’s refrigeration problem because of previous work done
to establish relationships and connections with organizations in rural Mexico where Campeche is
located. Previous research and project partnerships between Santa Clara University students and
Ilumexico worked to establish relationships with the community members and collect vital data
that helped to shape our motivation. During the summer of 2015 some team members were able to
travel to Mexico City to meet with the contacts and reaffirm the relationships developed and gather
more data.
Ilumexico is a humanitarian based organization that is seeking to bring solar power and its
benefits to under-served people in southern Mexico. So far they have installed 5600 solar systems
and made a substantial environmental and ethical impact. By partnering with Ilumexico we are able
not only tap into their vast resources and clientele database but rely on their expertise in regards to
distributing and marketing our refrigeration solution to the people of southern Mexico.
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Specifically in Campeche, Mexico, the local people do not have access to grid electricity and
are reliant on camping coolers or ice boxes to store any perishable food. This system is unsafe
and can lead to poor nutrition and sickness due to food borne illness from improperly kept food.
Because of this, food (namely meat) is often disposed of when it could be kept longer if properly
refrigerated, causing economic hardships for merchants and consumers. It is truly a costly and
labor intensive system. The Campeche people are forced to commute to buy ice, located in a
market center sometimes miles away, and then transport it home to reload their coolers. This
takes time as well as a means of transportation.The current refrigeration system that is prevalent
throughout Campeche is shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Current Campeche Coolers
Solving the issue of rural refrigeration directly coincides with the United Nations Millennium
Development Goals seven, and eight. Goal seven is to ensure environmental sustainability [4].
The current process of buying ice frequently is not sustainable and needs to be improved. And,
by implementing a self-sustaining system, overall sustainability is dramatically improved. Goal
eight is to develop a global partnership for development. We are partnering with the organization
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Ilumexico to develop the refrigerator with consideration to large scale production and distribution
to people throughout Ilumexico’s customer database in the southern Mexico region. Beyond this,
our values align with Ilumexico when it comes to improving both safe nutrition and financial well
being.
We propose the solution of a Solar Thermoelectric Evaporative Fridge (STEF) that allows these
people to store their food easily, access a wider variety of foods, and prevent food related illnesses
that can occur due to improper food storage. Our solution is to design and build a low power,
low cost refrigerator for food storage in remote, rural, and off grid communities. We will use
thermoelectric devices combined with evaporative cooling to create a modular refrigerator that can
scale to different sizes. By using solar power as a renewable energy source we plan to allow our
system to also be implemented on existing coolers. We believe our smarter refrigeration system
will make the peoples lives easier and healthier.
1.2 Literature Review
The refrigeration system we have designed utilizes thermoelectric modules and heat sinks as
the main components for the thermal management system. The thermal management system is
responsible for removing any unwanted heat within the refrigerator and dispersing the heat to the
ambient environment. There are heat sinks located on the inside and outside of the refrigerator.
The internal heat sinks help to transfer unwanted heat to a vertical heat pipe, which then transports
the heat to the outside section. The external heat sinks help to transfer heat from the hot side
of the thermoelectric module and disperse it to the ambient environment with the use of forced
convection from the large external fan. The main design task for the heat dissipation system was
to determine the optimum plate fin heat sink design for the internal and external sections. Several
parameters had to be considered due to the effect each geometric parameter had on the performance
of the different heat sink geometries. The article titled ”Optimization of Plate Fin Arrays with
Laminar and Turbulent Forced Convection” discussed different methods that could be used to
optimize the geometry of a heat sink [5]. Thermal resistance is a parameter used to evaluate the
amount of heat transfer a heat sink design is capable of and the lower the value of the thermal
resistance, the greater the amount of heat transfer. An optimized heat sink is one that has the
lowest value for its thermal resistance, which means that the heat sink is capable of transferring
a large amount of heat. In order to increase the amount of heat transfer for the heat dissipation
system, a fan was used to provide impingement airflow. The use of the fans allowed the system
to utilize forced convection as the method of heat transfer for the internal and external portions
of the heat dissipation system. Convection is heat transfer by fluid motion and forced convection
is convection with the assistance of a fan to increase the amount of airflow resulting in increased
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heat transferred. Heat sinks can be manufactured with various fin shapes. Plate fins, as discussed
in the article, are the most commonly used shape and thus were capable of being analyzed and
implemented into a Matlab code for designing a heat sink. Using the formulas in this article and
understanding the assumptions involved with the calculations, the optimum heat sink design can
be determined through several iterations.
One of the main reasons for using heat sinks for cooling many different products is that they
are able to increase the amount of surface area for heat to be transferred through. The fins of
a heat sink emanate from the base plate of the heat sink and they are extended surfaces, which
increase the amount of surface area. Another type of fin shape for heat sinks is the pin fin. Pin
fins can either be round or square shaped, but the fins discussed in the following article are round
pins. The article titled ”Optimization of Pin-Fin Heat Sinks for Impingement Cooling of Electronic
Packages” discussed the process of optimizing the design of a pin fin heat sink using impingement
flow to cool electronic packages. Impingement refers to the direction the fan blows onto the heat
sink for the forced convection. An example of impingement flow is when the fan is placed on top
of the heat sink and blows air downward towards the base of the heat sink. Our heat dissipation
system utilized impingement flow from the fans for the forced convection. Some of the parameters
monitored during the testing of the heat sinks were the fan speed, the spacing between the fins, the
diameter of each fin, and the total cost or weight of the heat sink [6].
Thermoelectric modules are based on the Seebeck principle, which basically states that an elec-
trical potential (voltage) is generated within any isolated conducting material that is subjected to a
temperature gradient. This principle has been utilized to create thermoelectric modules, which can
create a temperature difference across its two ends based solely on a voltage input. This is of con-
siderable interest to our project, as we are looking to design a robust, modular cooling mechanism
that operates on low power inputs. Thermoelectrics have been designed in the market today for a
number of different applications. In today’s market, the optimum thermoelectric module must be
determined based on its physical properties. This requires extensive theoretical analysis based on
the external conditions and insulation factors to determine the performance capabilities desired for
our project.
Evaporative cooling techniques have been introduced to reduce the power consumption and in-
crease the temperature difference between ambient and internal fridge temperatures, often referred
to as the ∆T . Evaporative cooling can help to overcome any limitations of the thermoelectic mod-
ules and the heat generated by the electronics that control the refrigerator. Work with evaporative
cooling has been accomplished by Ashish Sinha and Yogendra Joshi. Their research, as reported in
the 2012 ASME Congressional Exposition journal, claims that thermoelectrics used in conjunction
with an adsorption process can achieve temperature differences of greater than 30 degrees Celsius
[7]. This large ∆T is ideal for our system and would help us to achieve safe food storage temper-
atures of 4.4◦C as set by the USDA in extreme heat as seen in Campeche, Mexico. This extreme
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heat is upwards of 35◦C.
For our senior design project, it will be incredibly important to find the best thermoelectric
module for our system. Not only will this minimize the power consumption of the system, it will
also allow us to achieve greater temperature differentials as compared to the ambient environment.
The article, ”Optimized Thermoelectric Module-Heat Sink Assemblies for Precision Temperature
Control,” goes into great depth regarding the theory and methodology for determining the optimum
thermoelectric module based on given design parameters [8]. Using this knowledge, we were able
to create a method for picking out the best module. This paper also discusses the importance of
having a heat sink that is matched to the module performance capabilities and the resistance levels
correspond to the ambient temperature surrounding it.
Refrigeration systems have many different functions running to allow the system to serve its
purpose. The main operating principle of a refrigerator is the concept of heat transfer. Heat can be
transferred in many different ways and heat can be transferred in different directions depending on
the goal of that area of the refrigerator. In order to control the direction of heat transfer it is crucial
to identify the bottle necks of the system and the possible insulation leaks. With our combined
system of thermoelectric and evaporative cooling the two unique cooling methods can help to
overcome any weak points because evaporative cooling adds insulative effects and thermoelectric
module’s ability to change with fluctuations in ambient conditions and system performance allow
for quick reactions within the system architecture.
1.3 Project Objectives
The main goals going into the STEF system design process was to provide USDA safe cooling
and improve the health of STEF users as well as the safety of their refrigeration systems. The pri-
mary objective is to develop a working system at all environmental conditions within the specified
range. The general maximum ambient temperature in Campeche is 35◦C, which corresponds to a
working temperature difference of 31◦C. The secondary objectives are to allow for user customiza-
tion and control and to further develop Ilumexico’s work in Campeche. This partnership with
Ilumexico will allow for future developments in regards to large scale production and distribution
of the system throughout southern Mexico, allowing STEF to have maximum beneficial impact on
peoples lives.
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Chapter 2
Systems Level Analysis
2.1 Technical Challenges
Our system challenge is to combat food related illness by designing and implementing a low
power, low cost refrigerator that requires no external infrastructure and can keep a refrigerator
internal temperature of 4.4 degrees Celsius at atmospheric temperatures upwards of 35 degrees
Celsius.
For our system we have decided to utilize optimized Thermoelectric modules, heat dissipation,
evaporative cooling, and smart controls to achieve desired performance goals. Technically, this is
difficult to achieve as we need to optimize the various components as well as the manner in which
they interact in order to allow our system to provide effective low power, low cost refrigeration. The
heat dissipation system needs to be optimized to allow the greatest cooling effect while minimizing
the manufacturing costs, as well as the overall profile and weight. The Thermoelectric module
needs to be analyzed with regards to the entire system in its real world application, as well as
extensive experimental testing, in order to determine the optimum cooling that can be achieved
with these modules. The evaporative cooling system has to be implemented in a way that allows for
the maximum cooling effect, thereby reducing the power consumption and improving the overall
performance. Balancing the optimization process of these components is one of the key technical
challenges that this project faces.
The electronics and smart controls are another technical challenge, as we are creating a low
power control system that accurately and effectively controls the refrigerator to minimize the power
consumption to necessary levels thereby eliminating any waste. A fundamental knowledge of
our system as well as instrumentation and control system design allows for this smart system to
provide significant power reduction as well as increased safety with regards to internal temperature
consistency.
The system as a whole however is quite complex and involves the needs of our team, our
partnering organizations, Ilumexico, The Miller Center, and the Santa Clara University School of
Engineering.
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2.2 Customer Needs
2.2.1 Introduction
Our primary customer is the people of Campeche, Mexico, however we also need to meet the
expectations and requirements of our partnering organization, Ilumexico. As a whole, the state
of Campeche is well developed, but our target group hails from a more rural and lower income
region of Campeche. A secondary market is shop owners based in Chichicoaxtla, who, along with
Campeche merchants and people, were interviewed and surveyed for a needs assessment profile.
We have also been working in close collaboration with a social enterprise, Ilumexico, based in
Mexico City, whose goal is to change the current source of energy by providing renewable energy
through affordable solar home systems. They have, and continue to, express significant interest
in our refrigeration system. They have been presented with our initial research and prototype, for
which they showed excitement over the progress and potential of the project. We will continue to
remain in constant dialogue with them regarding our progress. Schematics and plans regarding the
mass production of the refrigeration system in Mexico City will be traveling along the the Miller
Center during the summer of 2016.
2.2.2 Questions and Answers
Through Ilumexico, we were able to directly communicate with the potential users of this prod-
uct in Campeche, Mexico. We were curious about how this product would be used and what
features the users would like to see. This raw data allowed us to analyze the customer desire and
key components for various groups and backgrounds, resulting in an informed design process. The
polled customers included a total of more than 20 housewives, shop owners, and mobile merchants.
We posed the following questions to the organization after taking a demo to them this summer.
Q: How large would you ideally want the cooler to be?
A: A larger internal volume than the one demonstrated would be ideal. Users want to be able
to lay 2-liter Coke bottles down flat, giving them more room to fit more items on top of the bot-
tles. Size is more important than mobility, with the exception of the mobile merchant because his
products require transportation.
Q: If the refrigerator is mobile, how should it be transported?
A: All those interviewed did not want backpack straps as the only way of moving the cooler.
Many liked the idea of wheels to move the cooler short distances, because over longer distances
they are more likely to get a ride in a car or on the back of a motorcycle. So long as it is able to
be hooked onto the back of a motorcycle, volume should be the main consideration - potentially
include straps or a way to hook onto the back of a motorcycle.
Q: How much would customers be willing to pay for the cooler?
A: Though those interviewed did not have much of a baseline to compare refrigerators to,
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individuals said they would be willing to pay between 124-371 USD for just the cooler. If it came
with solar, they would be open to paying more, or Ilumexico would provide the solar components
themselves. It is important to keep this cost in mind, but a working product is obviously more
important.
Q: What temperature range is acceptable? Do users want refrigerators or freezers?
A: The potential to keep ice frozen is crucial. Merchants and storeowners said they would
like this feature because ice is expensive and does not last long. There could potentially be a
freezing option where the user could control the temperature to be lower than it would be for
normal refrigeration.
Q: Would multiple compartments or different sections of a refrigerator be useful?
A: Separating food items would be beneficial, as raw food items should not be touching other
foods. This could be accomplished by using either a shelf, basket, or divider. Perhaps a basket that
can be hung from the top of the cooler, so some items could be separated from each other. Also, a
hinged lid would be more user friendly because customers are more familiar with that type of lid.
2.2.3 Summary
In summary, comparing the current systems in Campeche, existing solutions, and our proposed
design gave insight as to where we can improve our design to more effectively meet the customer
needs. The unique polled groups had different applications for a refrigerator, but have similar
priority levels for specific technical capabilities of the system. They all ranked cost and size as
important, however the housewives did not view size to be as critical of a metric. Ideally, customers
seemed to want the size of their refrigerator to be wide enough to lay down a two-liter bottle and
stack additional items on top.
In terms of cost, all of the systems that we have analyzed are outside of the average budget of
216.50 USD stated by the interviewed housewives. While this budget does not fully account for
solar capabilities, the costs on the open market for rural refrigeration are much larger than this.
The primary goal of our project is to create a functioning refrigeration solution, with the secondary
goal of reducing cost.
Only some of the individuals interviewed valued mobility as critical, and valued the capacity
for shelves similarly. Because of this, it was not high on our list of project goals. Interestingly, the
lightest refrigerator researched of comparable size to ours weighed 33 kg, which makes it immo-
bile. However, our project design allows for a compact, lightweight system, which can potentially
be mobilized more easily than a typical refrigerator. Both reduced weight and added shelves could
increase the effectiveness of our solution, but should not be the main consideration we focus on.
Most importantly, they all stressed the need for a system that is affordable and independent of ice.
Figure 2.1 shows the intended setup and use of our refrigeration system. A preexisting solar
array will connect to our housing box for a battery through a 20 amp PWM charge controller
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and 15 amp solar circuit breaker. The battery box will show charge controller battery capacity
statistics, and, using a shelf, allow for access to the the three breaker switches: solar system,
battery, and fridge. This will be the on/off power center for the refrigerator. From here, positive and
negative load wires will run from the battery box to the electronics box on top of the refrigerator.
This will house our micro-controller and buck converters for the fans, thermoelectric module, and
micro-controller. On top of the box will also be our thermoelectric cooling module consisting of
a thermoelectric module, heat pipe, thermal interface material, heat sink, and fan. This will be the
active cooling method for the refrigerator.
2.3 System Level Sketch
Figure 2.1: System Level Sketch
Figure 2.2 shows a mock-up of our mobile application interface. This application will commu-
nicate with the ESP8266 microcontroller through a WIFI signal produced by the ESP and allow for
control and monitoring of the refrigerator. The ESP microcontroller will be connected to multiple
thermocouples, which will measure ambient and interior fridge temperatures. From this informa-
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tion, the app will show the current ambient and fridge temperatures. Because the fridge should
work without the need to access mobile application or web page, a default temperature of 4.4◦C
will be programmed on the ESP and implemented unless the ”override” or ”emergency” option is
selected on the web page. Once this option is selected, the user can use his phone or any WIFI
connectable device to input a desired temperature of their choosing. Additionally, the application
will give an estimation of battery capacity using a voltage measurement across the battery.
Figure 2.2: Mockup of web application
2.4 Functional Analysis
The main function of the refrigeration system is to maintain an environment of 4.4◦C or below.
It accomplishes this by removing heat from the inside of the refrigerator using the thermal man-
agement system. The thermal management system is comprised of several components including
internal heat sinks, internal fans, a curved heat pipe, an external heat sink, an external fan, and
a thermoelectric module. The internal heat sinks and fans work to extract heat from inside the
refrigerator, then the heat is transferred through the curved heat pipe to the thermoelectric modules
cold side. The heat is then pumped through the thermoelectric module to the large external heat
sink. The fan blowing on the external heat sink completes the process by aiding in the dissipation
of heat to the ambient air.
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While the thermoelectric system is powerful it cannot meet the coolant needs alone. Especially
in the summer months when temperatures in targeted regions, such as Campeche, Mexico, can
reach 35 degrees Celsisus, a secondary coolant source is necessary. The solution is to implement
evaporative cooling in conjunction with the thermoelectric modules to try and dissipate heat further
and better insulate the system. Not only will evaporative cooling allow for a temperature change
but it works to limit power consumption of the system.
However, the refrigerator needs a way of being powered, thus we came up with a solar power
subsystem that functions for this very purpose. This will be in the form of a battery box, housing
a battery, charge controller, and breaker switches. This box will be attachable to preexisting solar
systems, and will work by taking the positive and negative solar wires and connecting them to a
charge controller. The charge controller will also connect to an internal battery and our load, in this
case being our refrigerator. The charge controller will take inputs from the solar module, battery,
and refrigerator to make sure all of the individual components are communicating with each other.
Mainly, the charge controller will serve to not let the PV module overcharge the battery or the
refrigerator fully discharge the battery. This will maximize both safety and battery life. All three
postive wires from the solar system, battery, and load will be run through breaker switches for
shutoff protection if there are any shorts in the system. This enhances the safety of our refrigerator.
2.5 Benchmarking Results
Table 2.1 shows the existing competition in the thermoelectric refrigerator market.
Table 2.1: Existing Competition
Product Name Manufacturer Price ($) Capacity (L) Power (W) ∆T (C)
Solar Refrigerator Green 625 158 72 ?
Powerchill 37.9 L Thermoelectric Cooler Coleman 130 37.9 n/a 22
Igloo Iceless 24.6 L Cooler Igloo 100 24.6 55 19
2.6 Key System Level Issues
The challenge of any design project is to achieve the desired goals with the best solution one
can possibly come up with. As part of the design process, it is crucial to consider all aspects of
a system solution, including potentially unintended negative effects. Our design has many differ-
ent subsystem components which increases the potential for negative interactions, therefore it is
important to look at every consequence of a potential design no matter how insignificant it may
seem.
In our refrigeration solution, the key challenge that we have is achieving the desired internal
temperature with a high external temperature range. The subsystems dealing with this solution are
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the thermoelectric devices, the evaporative cooling system, and the heat dissipation system. The
main goal of the evaporation is to reduce the effective ambient temperature on the system with
passive cooling. This presents several design issues as far as placement, aesthetics, maintenance,
and effectiveness. As far as aesthetics and maintenance, the evaporative cooling solution needs to
be relatively unobtrusive and easy to maintain with minimal necessary work from the user. Yet it
must be as effective as possible so that it will have the greatest impact on system level performance.
The placement of the evaporative cooling apparatus is important as it brings about different effects
on the system. If it were to be placed over the entire exterior of the insulating container, the
result would be a reduced surface temperature. This reduced surface temperature would minimize
the heat transfer from the ambient environment into the refrigerator. This reduced loading would
make it easier to achieve greater temperature differences from the ambient environment as well
as reduce the power consumption necessary from the system. The evaporative cooling apparatus
could also be placed directly on the thermoelectric module, to cool the hot side of the module
and therefore further cool the cold side just as much. This would allow for a lower temperature
to be achieved within the refrigerator itself. Using an evaporative solution on the hot side of the
thermoelectric module may raise complications regarding the heat dissipation system which had
originally used a heat sink under forced convection. There is a lot of heat build up on the hot side
of the module that needs to be rapidly dissipated into the ambient environment. Using evaporative
cooling exclusively on this surface will not provide a rapid enough heat dissipation method.
The main options considered were an evaporative sponge similar to HyperKewl technologies,
a tank of sand and water, and a purely water layer tank. The water tank is appealing because it
will be made of simple materials and will be very unobtrusive and aesthetically could be quite
pleasing. However, the performance of this system will not be as effective, since the amount of
water exposed to air is small, and therefore evaporative effect is quite small. This will limit the
cooling rate as well as the overall temperature change. The sand barrier allows for less water use
and greater wicking effect, however the issue is the mess it may make as well as the durability of
the exterior container. If sand is to be used, the surface of the tank should be made of a material
that can allow evaporative cooling to take place, for example a zeer pot. Aside from the durability,
the added surface area exposed to the ambient environment will significantly increase the cooling
effect of the evaporative system. Using an evaporative sponge is another intriguing solution, as
this utilizes a material with potentially high wicking and evaporative rates, allowing for cooling
over a much larger area and to a much greater extent than the tank solutions. The sponge also
has the added bonus of being a solid mass that can be easily formed around any exterior surface.
HyperKewl is a company that designs materials made for evaporative cooling, and is therefore a
great choice for meeting the demands of our system functionally and aesthetically. The HyperKewl
material is great for wicking rates but they do not retain large quantities of water, the material is
also costly and will make the system less marketable. The sand combines the best elements of
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all three options: the water, sand, and HyperKewl for effective design, low cost and high water
retention, and optimized wicking rate, respectively.
The heat dissipation system uses heat sinks on both the inside of the refrigerator as well as the
external hot side of the module to optimize the heat flow out of the system. The heat sinks are
optimized to have the greatest effective convective heat transfer capabilities, while maintaining a
reasonable size, weight, and profile. This is done by reducing the resistance of the heat sink, which
makes it of utmost importance to have good contact between all surface interaction points. To do
this, thermal interface material is used. One of the key issues developed in this area is to guarantee
sufficient clamping forces across the interfaces to assure minimum resistance.
If a convective heat dissipation system were used in conjunction with an evaporative cooling
system to cool the hot side of the module, it could bring about optimum results. The issue with this
is creating a system design that utilizes the proper heat transfer aspects without reducing the effects
of the other. If both evaporative cooling and convective cooling were applied to the surface of the
heat sink, the overall performance would not be significantly different than either of them in single
use. This is because as the effects of one increase the effects of the other decrease. There would
exist an optimum point for which convective cooling and evaporative cooling could work together
to achieve the greatest cooling effect, but by simply redesigning the system it would be possible
to get the greatest effects from each cooling process in combination with each other. Convective
cooling could be used to reduce the temperature around the external heat sink, which then utilizes
convective cooling to dissipate the heat build up on the hot side of the module. By decreasing the
temperature around the heat sink, the convective heat transfer would increase significantly, as the
heat transfer is linearly correlated to the temperature difference.
Additionally, the thermoelectric module selection is important, as it is the primary method of
temperature control for our system. Finding an optimum thermoelectric module for the setup is
significant because it directly effects the temperature difference that can be achieved, the amount
of power required to achieve such temperatures, and the heat pumping capability of the module.
Module selection is based on the desired temperature goals, the size of the insulating container,
and ambient environment conditions. A key issue with this subsystem design is weighing the ben-
efits of greater temperature differences versus lower power consumption. Thermoelectric modules
use the least power for the resulting temperature difference when the coefficient of performance
(COP) is greatest. It is therefore important to realize that from a power consumption standpoint,
it would be best to have a module that has the greatest COP at the most common temperature
differential. However, when the COP is greatest at such temperatures, the greatest temperature
difference achievable by the module is not enough to meet the demands of our anticipated worst
case scenario. Therefore it is important to determine the module that can meet any temperature
requirements as well as have low power consumption for general use. Another key issue for this
subsystem is deciding on the initial cost of the thermoelectric module cooling unit, compared to
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their power demands and consumption. Using a dual thermoelectric module cooling setup will
raise the initial cost of this subsystem, but it will also reduce power consumption by allowing the
modules to perform in a range more suitable to their optimum coefficient of performance. This, in
turn, will reduce the necessary size and therefore cost of the power storage and generation systems.
The power system also presents challenges and significant system level issues worth consider-
ing. Safety is the most important of all of these concerns. If we cannot accomplish our goals safely,
our project is unacceptable. Assuming all exposed wires and terminals are covered/inaccessible
and the breaker switches function to prevent short circuits and overloads, the main considerations
lie in the equipment specifications. Batteries, being one of the most expensive parts of our system,
must be determined to minimize cost but still function at the required capacity. Because this battery
would occasionally be transported, it must be non-spillable and weigh as little as possible. AGM,
or absorbent glass mat batteries, will safely provide this feature, while being significantly cheaper
than a lithium ion battery. Unfortunately, AGM batteries are heavier than lithium ion batteries, but
because cost is more important than weight, AGM is the best option. Capacity of the battery sys-
tem will be determined based on the power consumption of the refrigerator. The amperage ratings
of the charge controller and breaker switches will be determined based on the solar system rating,
in our case, a 20 amp charge controller and 15 amp circuit breakers will be more than enough to
account for potential spikes in the system. As for the solar module, this will have a minimum size
based on the power consumption of the refrigerator, additional needs for the consumer, and battery
capacity, but can be oversized with no hazards.
2.7 Layout of System-Level Design
The system level design is multi-facilitated. This means that the system has several components
that work together to define the entire system as a whole. The system intakes solar energy, and
translates it to the workable electrical power. From here, the power is used to pump heat out of
the system in a manner that is optimized for refrigeration. The working subsystems of the overall
structure are divided up by function. They incorporate the main coolant source, the heat dissipation
system, solar power generation and maintenance, controls system to maintain internal temperature
and power management, and the secondary coolant source.
2.8 Project Management
2.8.1 Project Challenges
The challenges are great for designing and building the STEF system. The challenges can be
divided into two main groups: technical and social. The main technical challenge is to first and
foremost meet the primary objective of providing adequate cooling to an internal temperature of
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4.4 degrees Celsius, as detailed in the Introduction. The social challenge is to increase protection
against virus and food borne related illness. The food related illnesses can be prevented by stopping
fungus growth and working to prevent disease such as the heptocellular carcinomas.
2.8.2 Budget
Table 2.2: Budget
Category Item Cost
Solar Panels $400
Lithium Ion Batteries $800
Solar System Charger Controller $120
Solar Breakers $70
Mounts, wires, and connectors $130
Subtotal: $1520
Heat Sinks and Fans $150
Heat Dissipation Heat Pipes $50
Thermal Interface Material $50
Subtotal: $250
Thermoelectric Module $200
External Cooling Evaporative cooling materials $70
Subtotal: $270
Solar panel ground mounting $100
Structural Insulation and cooling tanks $375
Casing/housing $100
Subtotal: $575
MicroController and Components $100
Electronics Voltage Converters $50
Misc. Electronics $150
Subtotal: $300
Cumulative Total Total: $2915
2.8.3 Design Process
When conceptualizing the design for this project, our team took inspiration from past projects as
well as our previous personal experiences. Our refrigerator concept is building off and modifying
previous team’s designs: the backpack cooler, and the vaccination refrigerator. We are taking the
same idea utilizing a thermoelectric module, heat sinks, and fans to cool an insulated volume, and
improving it to make the overall refrigerator larger with a greater obtainable temperature difference.
Ideally we want this system to function completely independently, that is, free from grid elec-
tricity. Based on previous team’s experience with off-grid power and storage systems, a solar-
powered battery system seemed like the best choice for our design solution. We also wanted this
system to be modular, such that it can be functional with preexisting solar systems. As a result of
this, we came up with a modular battery box design that can power our refrigerator and additional
electronics, and be easily attachable to a preexisting solar system.
As for the refrigerator itself, our primary design goal was to obtain an internal temperature
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of 4.4◦C in any ambient environmental conditions. For Campeche, Mexico, this would require a
temperature difference of 35◦C between the ambient temperature and the internal temperature of
the fridge, as temperatures on the hottest day in Campeche can reach up to 35◦C. Knowing this
fact, we determined a simple thermoelectric module would not be enough to produce this level of
cooling on its own, so we began investigating evaporative cooling techniques. By understanding
the wicking and evaporation rates of various materials we are able to design an evaporation system
that can help to reach our eventual temperature difference goal.
For the control temperature inside the fridge, our primary consideration was safety. If users are
storing perishable foods, the internal temperature of the fridge must be 4.4◦C or below. Though
mobile phones are becoming more and more prevalent in developing countries, we knew we wanted
the refrigerator to function without an app. Based on this fact, we decided to make our system in-
dependent of an application with a default temperature setting of 4.4◦C or below. This temperature
can be adjusted using an override function in the application. This means that mobile phones with
Bluetooth will increase the flexibility of the refrigerator, but will not be necessary for the correct
and safe functionality of the fridge itself.
2.8.4 Risks and Mitigations
The refrigerator system has several risks involved with the subsystems and their functions. The
heat dissipation/cooling aspect of the system may be the most critical subsystem of the fridge be-
cause if it does not operate the way it is supposed to, then the refrigerator will fail as a cooling
device. One of the major dilemmas in our design project is achieving a temperature difference
between the ambient temperature and the internal temperature of the fridge that is large enough to
accommodate the high temperatures in Campeche, Mexico, which can reach 40◦C outside with an
internal maximum home temperature of 35◦C. The evaporative cooling component of the refrig-
erator will ideally provide an additional ten degrees towards the temperature difference allowing
the fridge to reach a total temperature difference of 31◦C. The risk involved with the evaporative
cooling is that if it does not contribute to the temperature difference as expected, then our system
may not be able to operate in our targeted areas and alternative solutions will need to be made in
an accelerated fashion.
There are additional risks involved in the power system. In all of these cases, the cause is
different but the outcome is similar; the fridge turns off. The battery capacity could be under the
necessary capacity for sustaining a fridge at a high load continually for 24 hours. In this scenario,
the fridge would have to be powered off for an undetermined length of time and allowed to recharge
until it would be operational again. This would not be safe for the food stored in the fridge, nor
would it be ideal from a usability standpoint. Additionally, a few cloudy days in a row could
produce the same effect as an undercharged battery. These risks can be mitigated by oversizing the
battery and solar module, but not so much as to introduce unnecessary costs to our system.
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2.8.5 Team Management
The management of our team has been broken up into individual roles/titles in order to make
sure that all members have a known responsibility. The team leader is the person who handles the
majority of communication within the group by organizing team meetings, ensuring all members
are contributing, acting as the main source of contact, etc. The devils advocate is a person who
takes a position during a discussion against the norm in order to create different points of view and
cause others to think more critically about a given topic. This role has been performed by several
members due to the flexible responsibilities during discussions such as conceptual design ideas.
The chief financial officer is the person who is responsible for keeping track of purchases made
towards the project and organizing documents required for reimbursement. A Google spreadsheet
has been created to help keep track of the purchases and this can be edited by all group members,
but it the responsibility of the CFO to ensure that all information input into the spreadsheet is
accurate and all necessary details are provided.
In terms of contributions between the team members, all members are responsible for their re-
spective areas. All of our members have worked together in the past and have enough knowledge
about each other to have confidence that everyone will contribute. The distribution of responsi-
bilities may be a concern moving forward and it will be carefully monitored to ensure that no
individual takes the majority of the work load. Assistance has been provided between members
throughout the process and the teamwork and camaraderie has been flawless.
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Chapter 3
Thermoelectric Module Optimization for
Refrigeration
3.1 Thermoelectric Module Design Rationale
Thermoelectric modules will be used in coordination with the evaporative cooling system to
achieve the desirable level of cooling necessary of a refrigeration system in Campeche, Mexico.
The thermoelectric modules will provide the majority of the cooling effect to achieve an internal
temperature within the USDA safe range regardless of any fluctuations in the external ambient
environment. We chose to utilize thermoelectric modules as the main heat pump in the cooling
process because they allow for precise temperature control. Since our design is based around the
concept of keeping the internal temperature of the fridge within the proper safe range, it is of the
utmost importance that we be able to have such fine control. When used in conjunction with a
Microcontroller, we will be able to maintain a high level of control over the internal temperature of
the fridge regardless of ambient environment fluctuations. Fine control will allow the refrigerator to
only be cooled to the necessary temperatures thereby saving from the expenditure of excess energy.
Thermoelectric modules are also solid state heat pumps, which means they are highly durable as
they have no moving parts. This durability is crucial for implementation where there may be no
possible way to have a technician fix the heat pump. It also eliminates the need for any potentially
hazardous working fluids that many standard refrigeration systems utilize. Thermoelectric modules
are also very portable as they only weigh a few ounces, allowing users to have a more portable
refrigeration system that they can bring with them wherever they go. And lastly, thermoelectrics
are a low power solution, consuming less power at peak operation than a standard light bulb. This
will be perfect for the off-grid scenario in which we wish to implement our design.
The thermoelectric modules will be tested as part of a modular design that can be implemented
directly into any insulating container. Thermoelectric modules come in a variety of shapes and
sizes, all of which are contributing factors towards the performance capabilities. As far as choosing
a thermoelectric module goes, there are several characteristics that one needs to take into consid-
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eration, namely cooling performance and power consumption. These properties can be analyzed
using theoretical calculations and knowledge regarding heat transfer and material properties. By
optimizing the thermoelectric heat pump to our specific application, it will be possible to achieve
greater temperature differentials with lower power consumption. Yet thermoelectric modules need
to be optimized in conjunction with the rest of the system. This optimization is highly dependent
on the heat dissipation, contact resistances, and the fridge loading.
3.2 Introduction to Thermoelectric Modules
Thermoelectric modules utilize the Peltier effect to create a temperature difference across its
two surfaces. The Peltier effect is the phenomenon where a temperature differential is created
when two dissimilar metals are connected and a voltage is applied across them. Thermoelectric
modules utilize this concept and increase its potency by having many pairs of dissimilar metals
in series, allowing for even greater temperature differences to be achieved and more area through
which heat can be transferred across. The thermoelectric modules in essence pump heat from one
surface to the other. In an idealized situation, a thermoelectric module can achieve a temperature
difference across its two sides of approximately 70 or 80 degrees Celsius. However, the refrigerator
is a load that the thermoelectric heat pump must remove heat from. Since the refrigerator is not
an ideal insulator with zero heat transfer from the ambient environment to the inside of the fridge,
the effective load that the thermoelectric module must be able to handle reduces the performance
capabilities.
3.3 Theoretical Analysis
When approaching the area of refrigeration utilizing thermoelectric modules in a theoretical
manner, it is important to look at everything in a holistic manner that allows for understanding as
to how all the various features interact.
qH = S ITH − K(TH − TC) + 12 I
2R =
TH − T∞
ψH
(3.1)
qC = S ITC − K(TH − TC) + 12 I
2R =
T∞ − TC
ψC + ψins
(3.2)
Where qH and qC are the heat transfer at the hot and cold sides of the module respectively,
S is the Seebeck Coefficient, I is the current input, TH and TC are the hot and cold sides of the
module respectively, K is the thermal conductance of the thermoelectric module, R is the electrical
resistance of the module, and ψH is the thermal resistance of hot side of the module, ψC is the cold
side of the module, and ψins is thermal resistance of insulation.
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Based on previous years senior design research, thermoelectric modules and their respective
physical characteristics can be characterized by in a way known as the b-factor. This factor is
an assessment of a modules performance capabilities, allowing for the optimum relationship to be
found between the module performance based on the loading and the heat dissipation systems. The
b-factor is defined as:
B =
L
FF
(3.3)
Where L is the leg length of the module and FF is the fill factor. The fill factor is found based
on the ratio of the modules overall area that is filled by the many legs in contact with it. And when
this b-factor is substituted into the above equations, the results are as follows:
qH = 2INαTH − kAmB (TH − TC) +
1
2
I2(
4N2Bρ
Am
) =
TH − T∞
ψH
(3.4)
qC = 2INαTC − kAmB (TH − TC) −
1
2
I2(
4N2Bρ
Am
) =
TW − TC
ψC + ψins
(3.5)
Where N is the number of legs, α is the individual Seebeck Coefficient, AM is the area of the
module, ρ is the electrical resistivity, and AC is the cross sectional area of the module.
In the Equation 3.5 above, we see that to decrease the amount of heat flowing into the system we
can improve the thermal resistance of the insulation, or we can decrease the wall temperature of the
thermal loading. A decreased wall temperature reduces the effective load that the thermoelectric
module must be able to handle, thereby increasing the overall performance of the system. The
evaporative cooling system that we implement is aimed at directly reducing the wall temperature
via passive cooling.
Based on the knowledge regarding the fundamentals of heat transfer as well as thermoelectrics
performance under loading, we know it is important to find the effectiveness of the insulating con-
tainer, which can be approximated using shape functions. Shape functions utilize a geometrical
approach in conjunction with material properties to estimate the amount of heat that will be trans-
ferred from the ambient environment to the inside of the fridge. This value provides insight into
the necessary thermoelectric module performance capabilities.
q = kS∆T (3.6)
ψ =
1
kS
(3.7)
S wall =
A
L
(3.8)
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S edge = 0.54D (3.9)
S corner = 0.15L (3.10)
Where q is the heat transferred, k is the conductivity of the insulation material, ψ is the thermal
resistance of the overall refrigeration, S is the conduction shape factor approximation, A is the area
of the wall, L is the wall thickness, and D is the length of the edge. Using these equations, we are
able to form an approximation into the thermal load and therefore necessary performance needed
for the thermoelectric module.
The next most important factor in determining the constraints applied in a real world scenario
is the thermal resistance of the heat dissipation system. Heat sinks are the primary method of
dissipating heat from the hot side of the module which allows for greater cooling effect, as well as
removing the internal heat in the fridge. Therefore it is of the utmost importance to characterize
the performance of the heat sinks.
In the Equation 3.4 above, the rate of heat transfer off of the hot side of the module can be
increased by decreasing the thermal resistance of the hot side heat sink. This allows the hot side of
the module to cool further, thereby increasing the performance of the overall system by allowing
even colder cold side temperatures to be reached.
Based on the characteristics of the heat sinks and the refrigeration load, a properly sized module
can be selected. It is important to size the thermoelectric module in a way that allows for smooth
heat transfer through the entire heat dissipation system. Current thermoelectric refrigeration sys-
tems cannot achieve significant temperature differentials at manageable power consumption levels
because they have not optimized their systems to allow for this smooth flow of heat out of the
refrigerator. By performing this load matching, we were able to properly size the thermoelectric
module in comparison to the rest of the heat dissipation system to thereby increase the temperature
differentials and heat transfer possible.
Once the properly sized module is picked out, the power input to the module itself must be
optimized to allow for peak temperature differences to be reached. The point at which maximum
performance can be reached is when a balance is found between the Peltier effect and the Joule
heating. Looking back at Equation 3.1 and Equation 3.2, the Peltier effect is the result of the S IT
terms and the Joule heating is a the result of 12 I
2R. The final term K(TH−TC), is the rate of parasitic
heat transfer from the hot side of the module back through to the cold side. Therefore it can be
seen that there exists a current input at which the module performs greatest. This can be found
experimentally by running a test that gradually steps up the power input and allows the system to
reach steady state. This is repeated until the system peaks and the maximum temperature difference
has been obtained. This point is the optimum thermoelectric performance, under its given set up
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characteristics, where electrical load matching is optimized.
As far as picking out the specific module that will allow for the greatest temperature differentials
to be reached, there are several key geometric characteristics that need to be taken into taken into
consideration. Namely, leg length, cross sectional area of the legs, and area of the module. These
physical characteristics are demonstrated visually below in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.1: Internal View of a Thermoelectric Module, Courtesy of Dr. Lee
The leg length influences the performance in multiple of ways. First of all, longer legs mean an
increase in the Peltier effect and therefore an increase in performance. However, longer legs also
mean greater electrical resistance and therefore increased joule heating and negative impact on the
performance. The cross sectional area of these legs also plays a significant role in the performance
of the TEM in the system. A larger cross sectional area results in a decreased electrical resistance
and therefore less joule heating. It also changes the shape of the power vs temperature curve,
allowing greater temperature differences at lower current inputs. However with thicker legs, a
larger current input is necessary to achieve its maximum temperature difference. This negatively
impacts the system because the efficiency of TEM’s is much higher at lower current inputs. Lastly,
the area of the module is important because it impacts spreading resistance as well as increasing
the number of potential leg pairs the module has. More pairs of legs allows for greater use of the
Peltier effect and therefore greater temperature differences to be reached. A larger sized module
changes the relationship within the heat dissipation system in two ways. First, a larger module
has less resistance between the larger external heat sink. Yet on the other hand, the increased size
increases the spreading resistance between itself and the heat pipe, and thereby internal heat sinks.
Yet heat dissipation from the hot side of the module is more difficult, and therefore larger modules
with otherwise similar characteristics are more effective for our application.
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In summary, it has been determined that larger modules perform better for our scenario, as they
allow for a greater heat pumping area and a more optimized heat sink to thermoelectric contact.
Since an increased Peltier effect with low electrical resistance is desired, the thermoelectric module
should have relatively tall legs with large cross sectional area to offset the increased electrical
resistance from longer legs.
3.4 Experimental Results
As part of the design process, we tested a variety of modules, mounted in various manners,
and surrounded by various insulation, all in the attempt to find the perfect combination for our
system. The importance and methodology of the module selection, discussed above, was of the
greatest importance. However, to achieve its full potential, it was important to consider the manner
in which the module was fixed to the system, mainly the clamping pressure. It was also important
to determine to optimum insulation material to surround the module with to prevent any effects
from the ambient environment or potential parasitic heat transfer.
Based on the thermal loading due to the refrigerator size, as well as the thermal resistance of
the heat sinks we found our optimized b-factor to be approximately 0.0055m. Using this, we were
able to narrow down our search for thermoelectric modules significantly by searching for modules
with similar b-factors such that our system would operate at higher efficiency and achieve greater
temperature differentials.
It was found that the optimum set up based on our given thermal loading, a 26 liter styrofoam
cooler with 4cm thick walls, and heat sink characteristics with thermal resistance of approximately
0.2K/W, was the CP2,127,10 Module by Laird. This module was surrounded by cork as insulation,
which allowed us to obtain a high degree of accuracy with regards to the fit around the module, as
well as the ability to withstand significant compression loading aimed at minimizing the contact
resistance between the module and the various other components. With such a set up, we were
able to obtain performance as seen in Table 3.1 below.
Table 3.1: Thermoelectric Module Performance
Power Level ∆T [◦C] Power [W] Current [A]
Peak 27.8 79.0 6.6
High Power 26.5 48.7 5.2
Low Power 23.0 29.3 4.0
Since the peak power consumption of the module that could achieve the maximum temperature
difference was above out set goal of 60 Watts, we decided to create multiple power modes that
allowed for reduced power consumption with only mild performance reduction. One of the key
reasons to create multiple power levels was to allow the module to operate at reduced current
levels when the temperature differential needed was smaller. Thermoelectric modules operate at
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higher efficiency when run at lower current inputs, therefore having these multiple power modes
allows for an increase in the efficiency of the overall system. These power consumption levels are
emphasized in Figure 3.3 below.
Figure 3.2: Thermoelectric Module Performance of Laird CP2,127,10 with Cork External Insulation
In the end, from just the thermoelectric cooling, we were able to achieve a temperature differen-
tial of 26.5◦C in high power mode while consuming only 48.7 Watts, and a temperature difference
of 23.0◦C in low power mode while consuming 29.3 Watts. While this level of cooling from just the
Thermoelectric module is significant, to obtain necessary temperature differentials at manageable
power consumption levels we utilized a passive evaporative cooling system.
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Chapter 4
Thermal Load Matching
4.1 Heat Dissipation Design Rationale
In order to achieve the goal of attaining an internal temperature of 4.4 degrees Celsius, un-
wanted heat within the refrigeration must be removed. The main function of the heat dissipation
of our refrigerator is to take any unwanted heat located within the refrigerator and use several
components to dissipate the heat to the ambient environment. One of the main components of the
heat dissipation system are the heat sinks located on the internal section and external section of
the system. Heat sinks are heat exchangers that are able to increase the amount of surface area
for heat to be transferred through with the use of fins [9]. Along with the use of the heat sinks,
fans are able to enhance the rate of heat transfer through the use of forced convection. Convection
is heat transfer by fluid motion and forced convection is convection with the assistance of a fan
to increase the amount of airflow resulting in increased heat transferred [5]. Heat dissipation is a
necessary component of the refrigeration system because without it, the system will not be able
to transfer heat from the inside of the fridge to the environment. The absence of heat dissipation
would result in an internal temperature above safe food storage temperatures and fail to help the
off grid communities the refrigerator was designed for.
The goal of the heat sinks component of the project was to determine the geometry that maxi-
mized the performance of the refrigerator and help to attain the desired internal safe food storage
temperature. In order to accomplish this, a Matlab code was developed which takes into account
various factors that influence the amount of heat that is transferred through the heat sink. The
initial prototype of the refrigeration system, which was brought to Mexico, used generic heat sink
designs. In other words, the heat sinks were not designed specifically for our refrigerator and made
to optimize the performance of the refrigerator. The program was able to produce a heat sink de-
sign that took into account a variety of factors and helped to enable the refrigerator perform at its
peak performance. During the process of designing the heat sink, it was confirmed through con-
sultation with Aavid Thermalloy, a company specializing in thermal management solutions, that a
square geometry for the base of the heat sink would have the best performance because all of the
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fans available on the market are squares and any excess surface area not in the airflow from the
fan would not provide additional heat transfer. As stated previously, heat sinks are beneficial to the
heat dissipation system because they increase the surface area for heat to be transferred through
and the extended surfaces on the heat sinks are called fins. Fins are available in different forms
such as pin fins and plate fins [9]. By applying research into correlations for different fin types and
heat sink performance, the overall performance of the refrigerator can be improved.
As shown in the thermal management system overview in Figure 4.1, the system is comprised
of an internal heat dissipation section and an external heat dissipation section. The internal section
is made up of two heat sinks, two fans, and one end of a vertical heat pipe. The external section is
made up of the other end of the vertical heat pipe, a thermoelectric module, a large heat sink, and
a large fan. In order to improve the contact between components, thermal interface material was
used between the heat sinks and the heat pipe as well as between the heat sink, the thermoelectric
module, and the heat pipe. A clamp was installed to increase the compressive force holding the
external heat dissipation section together and resulted in improved contact between the compo-
nents. The internal section’s main function is to use the fans to draw in any unwanted heat within
the refrigerator, transfer it through the heat sinks and to the heat pipe. The heat pipe serves as a
freeway for the heat to travel along to the external portion of the thermal management system. The
goal of the external section is to lower the temperature of the hot side of thermoelectric module to
match the temperature of the ambient air. This is accomplished by utilizing the heat removed from
the inside of the refrigerator and the large heat sink. The large heat sink located on the hot side
of the thermoelectric module utilizes forced convection with the large fan to enhance the rate of
heat transfer from the hot side of the module to the ambient environment. The red arrows shown
in the thermal management system overview figure represent the flow of heat from inside of the
refrigerator.
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Figure 4.1: Thermal management system overview
4.2 Theoretical Analysis
4.2.1 Background Information
The optimum geometry is one which produces a heat sink with the lowest thermal resistance. A
low thermal resistance corresponds to a large amount of heat transfer and this results in an increase
in performance of the device the heat sink is attached to. There are several factors which affect the
overall thermal resistance of a heat sink.
The first factor is the fin resistance of the heat sink. The fin resistance is the resistance of the
extended surfaces, or fins, of the heat sink and there could be either forced or natural convection.
Forced convection involves either parallel flow of the working fluid or impinging flow and natural
convection involves no forced fluid velocity. The correlations for determining forced convection
thermal resistances are also dependent on the type of fin shape and plate fins were considered. The
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correlation used for calculating the convective heat transfer coefficient used for the fin resistance
was developed by Teerstra et al. The equations used for the method are Equations 4.1, 4.2, and
4.3. Pr is the Prandtl number, ReS is the Reynolds number, L is the length or width of the heat sink
base, k is the thermal conductivity of the material used, S is the spacing between the fins, and Nu
is the Nusselt number [10].
Nus =

(
Re∗SPr
2
)−3
+
0.664√Re∗SPr1/3
√
1 +
3.65√
Re∗S

−3
−1/3
(4.1)
Re∗S = ReS
S
L
(4.2)
h =
NuS k
S
(4.3)
M =
√
hPkAc(Tbase − Tambient) (4.4)
m =
√
hP
kAc
(4.5)
q = N f insM tanh(mH) (4.6)
The second factor for determining the overall thermal resistance of the heat sink is the spreading
resistance. The spreading resistance occurs when the heat flows from a heat source, which is the
thermoelectric module, to a heat sink with a different cross sectional area. The spreading resistance
correlation used for the calculations was developed by Lee et al. It was used due to its simplicity
that was achieved by converting the standard square geometry of a thermoelectric module into a
circular geometry using Equations 4.7 and 4.8. Spreading resistance takes into account that the heat
distribution from the heat source to the heat sink base will not be uniform due to the different cross
sectional areas and it will be more concentrated at the center of the heat sink. The program used to
determine the optimum heat sink geometry for the given parameters considered forced convection
for plate fin heat sinks with impingement flow, air as the working fluid, and the spreading resistance
[11]. The formulas used to determine the thermal resistance related to forced convection are shown
as Equations 4.1 - 4.6 and the formulas used to determine the spreading resistance are shown as
Equations 4.7 - 4.15.
r1 =
√
s1s1
pi
(4.7)
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r2 =
√
s2s2
pi
(4.8)
 =
r1
r2
(4.9)
τ =
t
r2
(4.10)
Bi =
he f f r2
k
(4.11)
λ = pi +
1

√
pi
(4.12)
φ =
tanh(λτ) + λBi
1 + λBi tanh(λτ)
(4.13)
Ψmax =
τ√
pi
+
1√
pi
(1 − )φ (4.14)
ψsp =
Ψmax
kr1
√
pi
(4.15)
4.2.2 Heat Sink Design Optimization Program
In order to design a heat sink for our specific refrigerator, a Matlab program was created. The
program was developed in Matlab and it has two for loops. The first for loop uses the total mass
available to build the heat sink and takes into account the mass of the base of the heat sink. Since
the base of the heat sink is based off of the width of the heat sink, the mass available to build the
fins of the heat sink had to vary within the first for loop. The second for loop uses the base width
of the heat sink which is varied over a range of values. In order to record all of the calculations
within the code, each value calculated was stored in matrices which grew in size after every loop.
After calculating the total thermal resistance values, they were all stored in a three dimensional
array. The difficult part of the code to finalize is the organization of the three dimensional plot into
a one dimensional array using only the minimum resistances filtered from the three dimensional
array. By plotting the resulting arrays, the corresponding dimensions can be found by observing
the plots provided.
To enable the program to accurately design geometric parameters for a heat sink, some prerequi-
site theoretical calculations were performed in order to eliminate the need to vary more parameters
than necessary. One of the parameters that was eliminated due to the prerequisite calculations was
the thickness of the fins. By making a plot, as shown in Figure 4.2, to relate the fin thickness to
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the thermal resistance, it was shown that as the fin thickness was decreased, the thermal resistance
continued to decrease and did not plateau. The fact that the thermal resistance did not plateau as
the fin thickness was decreased was a key part because it ensured that the thermal resistance would
continue to be effective regardless of the amount that the thickness was decreased.
Figure 4.2: Fin thickness versus thermal resistance
The program underwent several iterations due to the order of parameters which were being
considered for the calculations. Initially the code prioritized the width of the base of the heat sink
and then calculated the mass based off of the width. The reason why this order of calculation
ended up not working is because the amount of material available should come first before the
actual dimension of the heat sink. The final version of the code prioritized the total mass of the
heat sink and it also took into account the mass of the base before calculating the fin dimensions.
The total mass available to create the heat sink design was used as the primary parameter that was
varied because it laid out the bases of which the heat sink could be created. In order to confirm the
significance of the impact that the total mass has on the thermal resistance or performance of the
design, the relationship between the total mass and the thermal resistance was plotted, as shown in
Figure 4.3. As seen in Figure 4.3, as the total mass available to create the heat sink is increased, the
thermal resistance decreased, but it eventually plateaued. This finding shows that there is a limit
to the effect that mass has on the performance before any additional mass will only increase the
weight and cost of the heat sink.
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Figure 4.3: Total mass versus thermal resistance
Accounting for the mass of the base before calculating the fin dimensions was an important
addition to the code because it allowed the realistic amount of mass available to use for the fins to
be calculated. Before, the total mass was used to calculate the fin dimensions and this caused the
fins to be set to unrealistic dimensions.
The company Aavid Thermalloy assisted the development of the code by providing results
of their own program which calculates the optimum heat sink geometry. Aavid Thermalloy is a
company which specializes in thermal management solutions. Their assistance was very important
because it allowed the comparison of results which could help to determine whether the code could
produce results similar to theirs. The code is programmed to display the values of the dimensions
when the resistance is at the absolute minimum. The issue with this is that the dimensions sug-
gested are usually not ideal. But if the individual matrices are opened and some parameters are
sacrificed in order to satisfy other dimensions, then the results obtained by Aavid Thermalloy are
close to the results obtained by the code. Table 4.1 shows the results of Aavid compared to the
code and the fixed parameters are noted with an asterisk.
According to the Thermocool Corporation website, the highest fin height to spacing ratio that
can be manufactured is 22:1. Not all companies have the same manufacturing capabilities, so in
order to account for this a fin height to gap ratio of approximately 17:1 was used to produce an
optimum geometry.
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Table 4.1: Aavid Heat Sink Comparison
Parameter Unit Code Result Aavid Result
Width (Length) mm 121.1 120
Fin height mm 25.2 25
Fin spacing mm 1.7 1.5
Number of fins n/a 58 60
Thermal resistance K/W 0.2 0.2
Base thickness* mm 5 5
Fin thickness* mm 0.5 0.5
Wind velocity* m/s 6.9 6.9
Total mass g 437.2 437.7
An important fact to note is that the program is currently configured to optimize a heat sink
with the same length and width (square). In order for the code to be finalized and be able to
accurately determine the optimal geometry, the order of prioritization had to be revised. Instead of
determining the mass of the heat sink based on the base width, the base width was determined based
on the mass. When designing a component it is best to consider the amount of material available
instead of the dimension first. The total mass of the heat sink was varied between 200 grams and
one kilogram. Based on the given mass, the minimum and maximum widths were determined
and each was set as the endpoints of the range of values over which the width was varied. The
subsequent calculations within the code included the fin spacing, fin height, fin resistance, and
spreading resistance. The resulting total resistance values were stored in a three dimensional array
because it was a function of the number of fins, base width and mass. The three dimensional
array for total resistance was used to find the minimum resistance for the number of fins and the
location of the minimum value was used to find the corresponding value for each of the needed
dimensions to define the heat sink (fin spacing, fin height, number of fins). The code determined
the dimensions which provided lowest thermal resistance regardless of functionality preferences.
In order to find the ideal dimensions with an appropriate resistance value, each dimension matrix
had to be looked at and the ideal dimension had to be found manually. The ideal dimensions are
provided in Table 4.2 along with the corresponding resistance value.
Table 4.2: Optimized Heat Sink Geometry
Parameter Unit Value
Width (Length) mm 125.2
Fin height mm 48.2
Fin spacing mm 3.0
Fin height to spacing ratio n/a 15.9
Fin thickness mm 1.0
Base thickness* mm 5.0
Number of fins n/a 31.0
Total mass g 717.2
Thermal resistance K/W 0.2
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Chapter 5
Housing Design for Evaporative Cooling
5.1 Methodology
To fully maintain a safe temperature in the extreme temperatures experienced in Campeche,
upwards of 35◦ Celsius, it is necessary to further cool the refrigerator using an external cooling
method. This system will involve a water based cooling design to give the wall of the refrigerator
a lower temperature than the atmosphere. A water based coolant design would utilize the same
principle seen in a swamp cooler, principally known as evaporative cooling. This technique is also
analogous to sweating because the temperature of one’s sweat is less than the temperature of the
environment. This is known as the wet bulb temperature and corresponds to the Psychrometric
Chart, as shown below in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Pychrometric Chart [12]
As shown in the Psychrometric Chart, the wet bulb or temperature of the soaked material, in
STEF’s case the wall of the refrigerator, relates to the dry bulb or dry temperature and the humidity
of the environment. By analyzing this chart it is clear that the wet bulb is lower than the dry bulb
when the relative humidty is low. The evaporation rates are also ideal at high temperatures which
makes evaporative cooling most effective at low humidity and high temperature. The evaporative
rates are described by Equation 5.1.
g = θA(Xs − X)
[
kg
h
]
(5.1)
This describes the evaporation rates and performance of the evaporative cooling system where θ is
the evaporative coefficient as described in Equation 5.2.
θ = (25 + 19v)
[
kg
m2h
]
(5.2)
g is validated where A is the exposed surface area, Xs is the humidity ratio in saturated air at
the water temperature, X is the humidity of the atmosphere, and v is the wind-speed.
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Evaporative cooling uses water to absorb thermal energy, so less heat physically passes through
the water barrier and the target is cooler. This technology is something that everyone has experi-
enced by wearing a wet tee shirt and feeling the cooling effects. The phenomenon that causes this is
the latent heat of vaporization, however applying this already understood technology to appliances
is new [13]. This is necessary from an entrepreneurial perspective as our partnering organization,
Ilumexico, has laid the groundwork to market and sell the small but powerful solar refrigerators
but unless they can meet the necessary safe internal temperature of 4.4◦ Celsius, the system is not
improving the food safety for the users.
In order to find the best system to further cool the system, the problem must be attacked on
two fronts: analytically and experimentally. Using the fundamentals studied throughout the me-
chanical engineering curriculum, predictive modeling will be used to evaluate different materials
used for evaporative cooling. This analytical approach further limits the need for costly and re-
dundant testing in the experimental stage. Using the information found and generated during the
analysis, different materials will be tested for their effectiveness and performance under different
environmental conditions.
The evaporative system has two main objectives that are associated with the different place-
ment of the secondary coolant location. Implementing the evaporative system on the hot side of
the thermoelectric module achieves a higher temperature difference. This is achieved by effectively
lowering the comparison temperature so that while the difference in temperature between the hot
side and cold side of the TEM remains constant, the overall temperatures are lowered. The place-
ment of the evaporative system on the exterior of the system decreases the power consumption of
the system by improving insulation and decreasing the work required to maintain the safe operating
temperature of 4 ◦ Celsius. Looking at different coolant options and performance characteristics
of the TEM will determine whether the evaporative system is implemented on the TEM or on the
fridge exterior.
The design of the system must make the evaporative cooling effective. In order to make the
wall of saturated material most effective testing was done on both the material that soaked in water
and lines the border of the refrigerator and the thickness of said material. The tested materials
were TechNiche’s HyperKewl, sand, paper towels, and water itself. The most effective material
not only allowed for a large quantity of water to saturate the material, extending the time between
maintenance, but must also allow for a large exposed surface area to improve the evaporation rate,
g. This is because, as shown in Equation 5.1, g α A.
Sand is not only inexpensive and easily source-able but it retains water. The problems with
HyperKewl and paper towels is that they do not retain the water and instead it pools to the bottom
of the material. Pure water is not an effective material for evaporative cooling good because it
limits the size of the exposed surface area. By using sand the walls of the evaporative cooler can
be exposed to the atmosphere by lining the walls with the a fabric that keeps the sand adhered to
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the wall without falling out. Water would not conform to the same standards and only the upper
surface would be exposed to the atmosphere to facilitate evaportive cooling, effectively shrinking
the effectiveness of the evaporative cooler.
The next variable in designing the evaporative cooler was the thickness of the saturated material:
sand. The thickness of the wall controls the cooling of the system on two fronts: insulative and
evaporative cooling. Insulation works to maintain safe temperatures and but requires a thick wall of
sand to keep the insulation effective however such a thick wall limits evaporative cooling because
the actual evaporative layer only occurs on layer that is directly exposed to the atmosphere. As the
thickness of the wall is diminished insulation effects are lost but evaporative cooling is improved.
Starting at a 8 cm thick wall of sand the system has a ∆T of 31.4◦ C, when the wall thickness was
diminished to 4 cm the loss in insulative effects was greater than the gain in evaporative cooling
with a ∆T of 30.9◦ C, however when the wall was diminished to 2 cm thick the gain in evaporative
cooling was more than the loss of insulative effects and the sweet spot of the evaporative system
was found. At 2 cm thick the ∆T was 32.0◦ C.
Lastly, while the main constraint of the system is size, per the market study results courtesy of
Ilumexico, it was necessary to design with portability in mind. The evaporative shell has 5 wheels
and a hinged door to allow easy maneuverability within the home. It also has a metal wall that
separates the sand layer from the wall of the refrigerator itself. This metal wall gives the consumer
the flexibility to remove the refrigerator and allow someone to carry it easily around.
5.2 Experimental Results
In order to test how the different components interact it was necessary to replicate the worst oper-
ating conditions possible. To do this we used dehumidifiers and space heaters to heat a small lab
room to at least 35◦ Celsius. Not only did this facilitate the testing of different evaporative shells
but it also made sure that all the cooling systems interacted well together and had no issues. The
results are shown below in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Systems Integration
∆T [◦C] Ambient Temperature [◦C] TEM Power [W] System
32.0 35.0 37.6 Evaporative, 2.0 cm shell
27.6 38.0 47.6 Insulative, 4.0 cm shell
30.9 38.6 52.6 Evaporative, 4.0 cm shell
30.4 35.5 58.4 Insulative, 8.0 cm shell
31.4 36.5 48.6 Evaporative, 8.0 cm shell
From this table, it is easy to see that that 2cm evaporative shell gives us the greatest amount
of cooling coupled with the greatest power reduction. This thickness seemed to have the optimal
evaporation and insulation combination. The insulation effect of the sand decreased with thinner
sand layers, but the evaporation effect increased more than enough to make up for the lost insula-
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tion. With our optimized 2cm evaporative shell we were able to achieve a temperature difference
of 32◦C while reducing the power consumption of the TEM down to 37.6W.
5.3 Evaporative Conclusion
Evaporative cooling proved to be an effective method to passively cool ther refrigerator and limit
the required load on the thermoelectric module. Without evaporative cooling the thermolectric
was able to cool the system to a ∆T of 26.5◦C while consuming 48.7 W of power. When coupled
with evaporative cooling the new high power mode correlates to a ∆T of 32.0◦C while consuming
37.6 W of power. Both of these high power modes are below the thermoelectric and evaporative
system’s peak performance, respectively, but they are limited because of power constraints and the
need to budget for the power consumption of the electronics system.
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Chapter 6
Battery Sizing Strategy with Portable Box
6.1 Design Considerations
One of the key elements of this refrigerator is its solar power and battery component. Without
reliable access to electricity, this aspect is necessary to enable the use of the refrigerator. However,
this system is being designed to be installed in partnership with Ilumexico, who’s primary objective
is to provide solar power for lighting purposes. Ilumexico installs solar panels along with charge
controller and battery systems. Because the designs vary by location and needs, we are designing
a battery box product line to replace Ilumexico’s current charge controller and battery system
specifically for our refrigerator system. With this concept, when Ilumexico plans on delivering
one of our fridges to a household, they can simply swap out their battery system with our battery
box for a small cost difference. The parts would be locally sourced in Mexico but specified by our
design process. With this in mind, there are several necessary roles of the solar-battery system as
it plays into our overall design.
6.1.1 Battery Sizing
The first is cost as it is related to the size of the system. The solar battery system should be
just big enough to power the refrigerator at 100% power, but not much excessively large. Batteries
and solar modules cost a significant amount of money, so size is definitely the most important
consideration. After testing, the peak power consumption of this refrigerator is estimated to be
48 Watts. Knowing there are around 8 usable hours of sunlight in a day, we want a battery of at
least 64 amp-hours (ah), which is large enough to retain excess energy and power the refrigerator
through the night and on cloudy days with no additional charge. In order to make this system more
reliable, we decided to put in a battery factor of safety of 1.5 to make sure in case of a cloudy day
or long term portability that the refrigerator would have at least 36 hours of battery life. As seen
in figure 6.1, this led to a final battery capacity of 96ah which was rounded up to the next largest
standard battery size of 100ah.
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Figure 6.1: Battery Sizing Calculations
6.1.2 Adaptability
The second role of this system is adaptability. This system has to be directly attachable to solar
arrays and encourage ease of use for those without extensive training. In order to do this, the battery
box will contain three components: a 100 amp-hour absorbed glass mat (AGM) battery, a 20 amp,
pulse width modulation (PWM) charge controller, and three 15 amp solar breaker switches. This
will all be contained in an ABS plastic Group 31 marine battery box with 3D printed mounts
for both the charge controller and the breaker switch box. An additional 3D printed rectangular
section fits inside the battery box and ensures that battery will not slide during transportation. All
3D printed mounts are attached to the box with screws. An opening in the top of the box will
provide access to the breaker switches and charge controller for monitoring purposes. MC4 solar
connectors will be used for the incoming solar load and one set of outgoing wires will connect
the fridge main power to the charge controller load with a waterproof snap connector. Figure 6.2
shows an exploded CAD view of the battery box mounts.
Figure 6.2: Battery Box Exploded View
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The fact that the battery is contained in a box with handles makes it a portable refrigeration
solution. With 100ah of battery capacity, the system can run at peak power for just over 36 hours.
Though it weighs 60 pounds, the refrigerator could easily sit in the back of a car or possibly be
strapped to the back of a motorcycle. In this way, the possibilities for refrigeration are extended
and the usability of the entire system is greatly increased. As stated in our market study, portability
is not necessary but a bonus feature that many additional customers would be attracted to. This
was our main reason for designing the battery box to be portable.
6.2 Finalized Battery Box Design
Figure 6.3 shows the final assembled battery box.
Figure 6.3: Final Battery Box
6.2.1 Charge Controller Wiring
Figure 6.4 shows how the electronics system is wired together. The 15ah breaker switches go
between the positive leads of the three components in the system, the solar array, battery, and STEF.
The grounds and positive wires are all connected to the charge controller. The charge controller
serves as the brains of the system. It makes sure all components of the system are talking to each
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other, the battery is not becoming over or undercharged, and monitors the power consumption of
the system. This is the standard wiring arrangement for a charge controller, and all the wires are
contained inside the battery box except for the positive and negative connections for the solar array
and a single snap connector containing both leads for STEF.
Figure 6.4: Battery Box Wiring Diagram
6.2.2 Optimization
With large scale projects like this, there are always trade offs between functionality, price,
safety, and various other important parameters. The challenge from a design standpoint is to ef-
fectively pick the best option for all cases across the board. In the battery box, there are multiple
trade offs our team considered when designing this component. First, we decided on AGM batter-
ies over lithium ion batteries because of the price difference. Lithium ion batteries have a better
power to weight ratio and are more reliable than AGM batteries, but also cost two to five times as
much as a standard AGM battery of the size we are looking for as can be seen in tables 6.1 and
6.2. AGM batteries also have great deep cycle charging capabilities, the only downside being the
weight. Because we are not planning on making this system mobile, AGM batteries are our best
option for this case.
An additional function we considered is PWM vs maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
charge controllers. MPPT charge controllers track the V-I power curve of solar output in real time
to capture the maximum amount of power possible. They are also three to five times as expensive
as PWM charge controllers. MPPT controllers are most effective on larger scale solar systems and
in climates that are frequently cloudy and are reliant on every last milliamp of power. Campeche,
Mexico sees extremely frequent sunshine and most of the solar systems installed will be fairly
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Table 6.1: AGM Sealed Battery Specifications
Capacity [ah] Price [USD] Weight [lb]
40 99.99 30.9
45 74.99 30.75
50 82.00 32.2
55 115.99 37.5
60 124.88 40
65 169.99 49
Table 6.2: Lithium-Ion Battery Specifications
Capacity [ah] Price [USD] Weight [lb]
40 240.00 14.6
45 360.00 13.3
50 499.00 16.2
55 749.00 17.3
60 354.00 25.4
65 750.00 20.2
small scale. Finally, our team made the choice to add an additional load possibility but not actually
include the inverter with the standard battery box. The total cost of this decision was an extra 60
USD and we are not confident users would immediately be willing to pay the extra cost for this
added feature. Because of this decision, the users of this system will potentially lose flexibility
that a solar power system gives them. For all components like these, the pros and cons must be
weighed against each other.
6.2.3 Future Improvements
An easy modification can be made to this battery box to hook up an inverter in parallel with the
refrigerator. With this modification we are able to power both the refrigerator and a second item
or set of items the customer can choose. This aspect of our system makes it fully adaptable to the
customers needs and also makes it an effective replacement for current charge controller systems
already installed with the solar system with no downside to the customer. The rating of the charge
controller is the only aspect that needs to be adjusted depending on the size of the system. The 20
amp controller, will be safe up to 480W of solar power.
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Chapter 7
Power Controls Strategy and Circuit Design
7.1 Power Distribution
In order to safely and reliably distribute power from the battery box to the individual compo-
nents of the system a circuit needed to be designed and operate in conjunction with a microcon-
troller. This circuit’s job was to give power to the right components at the right times using a
controls system and relay switches. Another entire component was soldering all the connections
together to have a functioning, reliable circuit.
7.1.1 Power Modes
To understand this, our power modes must first be understood. In total, STEF uses four power
modes and switches between them based on the code in our microcontroller. Our lowest power
mode is called ”emergency power mode” this only powers the microcontroller. STEF enters this
mode when the battery voltage dips below 11.5V, in case their is a malfunction on the hardware
level with the charge controller, this was an extra safety precaution we took on the controls level.
Moving on from this is our ”joule-heating-prevention mode.” This power mode includes the mi-
crocontroller and the external fan and prevents joule heating from occuring, or essentially prevents
heat from flowing into our refrigerator instead of out of it. Joule-heating-prevention mode does
not cool our refrigerator, but allows it to warm more slowly, keeping it colder for longer. Our third
power mode is ”low-power mode” which includes the microcontroller, external fan, internal fans,
and thermoelectric module (TEM) at 7.3V. ”High-power mode” is exactly the same as low-power
mode with the exception of a different voltage at 9.4V for the TEM. Our mission was to allow
these four power modes to exists simultaneously and be controlled by the microcontroller.
7.1.2 Voltage Requirements
First, we needed to figure out the best way to give the different devices in this system the correct
levels of voltage they needed to function. This was done using voltage step down converters,
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also known as buck converters. A buck converter takes a voltage and reduces it using a simple
potentiometer that is adjustable. The voltage from the battery was sent into the circuit at anywhere
from 11.5V-14V, depending on the charge of the battery and was brought down to 3.3V for the
ESP8266 microcontroller, 10V for the internal fans, 10V for the external fan, 7.3V for the TEM
in low power mode, and 9.4V for the TEM in high power mode using 5 separate buck converters.
The buck converter for the fans could have been the same, as they are both powered at 10V but a
difficulty arose when attempting to implement our joule-heating-prevention mode as the external
and internal fans needed to be powered at different times. A second buck converter was added
because they are inexpensive and there was adequate space in the circuit to allow it. The buck
converters for the TEM at 7.3V and 9.4V had to accommodate higher amperage (up to 5A) so two
heavy duty buck converters were used that had a maximum rating of 15A compared to the three
used for the microcontroller, internal fans, and external fans, which were only rated for 3A. The
physical circuit layout can be seen in figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Physical Circuit Layout
7.1.3 SPDT Relay Strategy
The most critical component of the circuit was figuring out how to send power to the fans at
different times and also send power to the same TEM but at different voltages, all while sending
power to the microcontroller to monitor the fridge and control the different power modes. This
was done using a 4-channel relay switch. Relay switches are able to connect two different positive
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power leads at the same time. And, if left open, can also disconnect them. This type of relay is
referred to as a single-pole, double-throw (SPDT) relay. Of the four channel relay, three of the four
channels were used to make or sever connections. A separate single-pole, single-throw relay was
used at the beginning of the system in the form of a power switch.
As seen in figure 7.2, when the power switch is turned on, current flows from the 12V battery,
through a buck converter, into the ESP8266 microcontroller at 3.3V. This turns on both a green
LED and the ESP8266. Once turned on the ESP8266 takes three readings: an internal tempera-
ture measurement, an external temperature measurement, and a battery voltage measurement. As
long as the internal temperature is above 3◦C and the battery voltage is above 11.5V, or 10%, the
ESP8266 will know that there is enough battery power to turn on the fridge, and the fridge is in
need of cooling. Next, the ESP will trigger 2 relays that constitute our low-power mode. The first
relay is the lead that send power through a buck converter at 10V to power the external fan, and
the second sends power both through the internal fan buck converter at 10V as well as the TEM
in our 7.3V low-power mode. This begins the cooling process of the refrigerator. When the inter-
nal temperature of STEF drops below 4.4◦C a blue LED turns on signaling that the fridge is safe
and ready to use. Every 20 seconds the ESP8266 will continue to take temperature and voltage
readings, until it reads the temperature as below 3◦C. Once this occurs, the ESP8266 will turn off
the second relay connected to the internal fans and the TEM. This will put STEF back into joule-
heating-prevention mode and the fridge will begin to warm slowly until the temperature is read to
be above 5◦C. When this occurs, the second relay is turned on again to cool STEF back down to
3◦C and thus the process continues always keeping the fridge temperature between bound of 3◦C
and 5◦C.
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Figure 7.2: Power Distribution Diagram
7.2 Power Management
The goal of this method is to save power. Turning the TEM off and on in this way will in
conjunction with joule-heating-prevention mode will allow us to increase our power saving ability,
only using the TEM when necessary and no longer. Low-power mode uses 35W with evaporation
and including all electronic components, while joule-heating prevention mode uses approximately
9W. For this reason we want to stay between these two modes as much as possible. However, in
some cases, low-power mode will not give us the temperature difference we are looking for. So,
when the internal temperature is above 3◦C, and not cooling at least at a rate of 1◦C/10min, the
ESP8266 will turn on a third relay, putting STEF in its 48W high-power mode. This uses the most
power of any power mode, but also gives us our maximum temperature difference. Once high-
power mode cools the fridge to below 3◦C, the ESP8266 turns off the third relay and allows the
fridge to remain stagnant or cool slowly until the internal temperature is once again above 5◦C.
STEF is able to alternate between low and high-power mode to keep its internal temperature in the
safe zone.
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7.2.1 Test Scenarios
Before this system was fully built, tests needed to be done to make sure this was a viable option.
Figure 7.3 shows a test setup in our engineering hut with an installed solar panel. We used a mock
setup with a mini-fridge, only two power modes, and temperature parameters between 7◦C and
9◦C to see if this method was a potential solution. Higher temperature bounds were used because
the mini-fridge TEM and heat dissipation were not optimized, and this test was not related to
our maximum temperature in any way, but rather a way to size the power generation and storage
capabilities for our system.
Figure 7.3: Mini-fridge Hut Test Setup
The three tests were run in total on the mini-fridge as seen in figures 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6 respec-
tively. The reasons for inconsistencies in these tests varied. In the first test, it was determined a
problem in the code caused the first temperature spike, and was fixed. However, the days during
this test were overcast, so the battery died after approximately 71 hours.
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Figure 7.4: Mini-Fridge Hut Test 1
In the second test, the days were very sunny and hot, causing STEF to stay in low-power mode
for 5 hours continuously in an attempt to bring the internal temperature down to 7◦C. At the end of
the second test, it was determined the battery died after 39 hours because the battery had already
been discharged to dangerously low levels in previous battery capacity tests. This destroyed much
of the battery’s capacity, compromising the test.
Figure 7.5: Mini-Fridge Hut Test 2
The final hut test was also run during a sunny week. This was a successful test, as the battery
never died and allowed STEF to run continuously for a week straight. The spikes in the graph were
caused for different reasons. The first spike was caused by a melted wire that caused the fridge to
stop functioning. This led to the conclusion that a lower gauge wire needed to be used for TEM
applications. The second two spikes were due to the high ambient temperatures experienced by
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the fridge. Remember, this fridge was not optimized, and after some wear and tear definitely had
a few leaks. STEF was also only using two power modes, so it was trying as hard as it could to
bring the temperature down in low-power mode.
Figure 7.6: Mini-Fridge Hut Test 3
In all, these tests taught us a great deal about how the circuit would need to work in order to
increase the longevity and reliability of the system. They also showed us our control strategy was
valid but needed fine tuning to be optimized for power consumption. Through these tests we were
able to arrive at our final solution of four power modes.
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Chapter 8
Controls Implementation and
Communications
To optimize performance and increase usability, a control interface will be implemented within
the system. This system will use temperature sensors and software to allow user control and mon-
itor the system through a web application. Having such control will eliminate excess energy usage
as well as keep refrigerator temperatures at the safest possible level. The first step is to test how
a microcontroller board, like an ESP8266, works by testing its functions and capabilities. The
ESP8266 needs to be programmed through a programming language. There are several libraries
and languages that work with this chip, but C/C++/Arduino are currently the best candidates for
this application, and will be utilized to design the software of the system. Wireless communi-
cation is made possible in our system through the ESP8266 on-board WiFi chip in conjunction
with already existing mobile phones ability to connect to WiFi signals. The remaining variable
in communication is to determine whether wireless connection is optimal for Campeche. For the
communication between the ESP8266 and the phone, we propose a web application that can be
accessed through any web-browser.
8.1 Requirements
The design of the web application needs to accomplish the task of allowing users to easily
monitor and control the refrigerator’s temperature. In order to do that, criteria need to be met. This
criteria can be divided into what the system must do, how the system will do those things, and
the limitations on the system’s design environment. These are respectively known as functional,
nonfunctional, and design constraints.
8.1.1 Functional
• System will allow the user to see internal and external temperature of the refrigerator
• System will allow the user to force low power mode in urgent situations
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• System will authenticate users who can control and monitor the refrigerator
8.1.2 Non-Functional
• System will be user-friendly
• System will be efficient
• System will be secure
8.1.3 Design Constraints
• System must work in areas without WiFi Access and 3G/4G/LTE
• System must work with a smart phone
• System must run with certain energy requirements
8.2 Use Cases
8.2.1 View Temperature
• Actor: All Users
• Goal: The users will have the ability to monitor and make sure their refrigerator is working
properly
• Preconditions: There is WiFi connection to the controller
• Steps:
1. Pull temperature readings from ESP8266
2. Display temperature readings onto html web page hosted by ESP8266
8.2.2 Force Emergency Low Power Mode
• Actor: All Users
• Goal: Allows users to switch the refrigerator to low power mode.
• Preconditions: There is WiFi connection to the controller
• Post-conditions: The system switches to low power mode from its current mode
• Steps:
1. Must navigate to the emergency low power mode switch page
2. System will then switch necessary relays to stay in low power mode until switched to
normal mode
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8.3 Conceptual Model
This conceptual model is a visual aid to represent what we want the user to be able to do with
the system and experience.
We want the user to see both the internal and external temperatures of the refrigerator for easy
monitoring, while also having the ability to force emergency low power mode. As you’ll see in
Figure 8.2, we initially wanted a graphical user interface that was simple and easy for the user. We
also wanted the ability for users to control the internal temperature of the fridge, but we decided to
replace it with the ability to force low power mode.
Figure 8.1: Mockup of the web application.
8.4 Technologies Used
The technologies involved will mostly be web-based along with Arduino to control the hardware
with the ESP8266
1. HTML - Known as HyperText Markup Language, it is the standard markup language used to
create web pages
2. Arduino - Based off the C programming language, it is used to program microcontrollers
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8.5 Design Implementation
We will be using a client-server model where the user interacts with the client and the client
then interacts with the server. In our project, the server is hosted by the ESP8266 and is used
to display internal temperatures, external temperatures, and battery voltage. We decided against
using an LCD to monitor the performance of the fridge because of the extra cost. Instead, we
wanted users to be able to monitor the performance of the refrigerator from anywhere within 100
meters. We implemented a WiFi Access point which allows any device with WiFi capabilities to
find STEF, as you will see in Figure 8.3.
Figure 8.2: iPhone connected to STEF in WiFi settings.
Once connected to STEF, the users can navigate to main page by entering ”192.168.4.1/stef” in
the address bar with any browser to monitor STEF’s performance. Figure 8.4 will show what the
final implementation of STEF’s main page.
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Figure 8.3: STEF’s main page displaying accurate readings from the ESP8266.
Forcing low power mode was a feature that you will see in Figure 8.5. We decided to make it
difficult for the user to do this by having them navigate to a different webpage, ”192.168.4.1/emer-
gency”. We didn’t want users to accidentally force low power mode when they didn’t want to. As
you will see in Figure 8.6, We also allowed users to switch back to normal mode by having them
navigate to ”192.168.4.1/normal”.
Figure 8.4: STEF’s emergency mode page
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Figure 8.5: STEF’s normal mode page
A huge component of our microcontroller was its functionality in controlling and monitoring
our refrigerator. We have implemented several different power modes and created an algorithm to
calculate the temperature slope and cooling rate of the refrigerator. In Figure 8.7, you can see how
we use the calculated temperature slope and the current mode that STEF is in to determine when
to switch between two of our four power modes, low and high power. If the internal temperature
of STEF is greater than USDA safe temperatures and the calculated temperature slope is lower
than one degree celsius for every 10 minutes STEF is on, STEF will switch to high power mode.
Otherwise, STEF will remain in low power mode to conserve energy. If STEF reaches USDA
safe temperatures in high power mode, STEF will switch back to low power mode and alternate
between the two power modes to remain within USDA safe temperatures.
Figure 8.6: Flowchart of low and high power modes.
8.6 Design Rationale
Our design rationale is based on ease of use and clear communication for the user. The planned
design is simple and intuitive. We needed to use HTML to create a simple web page to display
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the information that the ESP8266 monitored. Arduino was necessary to program the ESP8266 to
control the hardware while also incorporating the various sensors necessary to monitor the refrig-
erator.
8.7 Testing Procedure and Results
Throughout the implementation process, we tested the efficiency of the application in retrieving
accurate temperature readings. We tested the outside temperature and internal temperature with
an ESP8266 connected to several temperature sensors to see the effectiveness of our fridge in
particular environments. STEF is able to efficiently cool and maintain USDA safe temperatures.
Once all of the individual components of the fridge were finished, we tested the communication
from the phone to the ESP8266 controller to see if it was able to correctly display the temperatures,
voltage, and force low power mode.
8.7.1 Procedure
After testing the site on our own, we wanted other people with no knowledge of the code to test
our site in hopes of improving usability. After completing these tasks, we then asked them various
questions about the different pages and ways to improve our application’s usability.
8.7.2 Results
Our participants reported positive qualities and features of our application because of it’s sim-
plicity. STEF is able to accurately monitor its performance, while also maintaining USDA safe
temperatures.
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Chapter 9
System Integration, Test, and Results
The cooling system is made up of three main subsystems, as shown in Figure 9.1
Figure 9.1: Exploded View
The internal and external heat dissipation combine to make the thermal management system.
This incorporates the thermoelectric module, heat pipe, and the heat sinks. These, as explained
in their individual chapters, the internal heat dissipation system works to maintain an even 4.4◦
Celsius and the external system works to make sure that the thermoelectric module is at an ideal
operating temperature. These work to cool the system in atmospheric temperatures up to 35◦
Celsius. In extreme heat it is necessary utilize the evaporative shell to further cool the system.
The cooling systems were integrated for testing but the electronics and solar components we
tested differently. The usage of the solar panel and a small test refrigerator allowed for the confor-
mation of self regulating nature of the system. In order to confirm the success of the electronics
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and controls system a week long test was ran to not only validate the controls system but to confirm
the size of the battery and photovoltaic system.
After all the systems were confirmed to work with one another, they were combined into our
final assembly model. The final fridge was assembled with the thermal management system, the
insulating container, and evaporative shell. Both ends of the clamp on the thermal management
system were attached to the top of the box with Velcro. After checking that everything fit together,
the wires for the TEM, internal fans, external fan, and internal temperature sensor were wrapped
in heat shrink wrap and soldered directly into the electronics box. The electronic box itself was
also attached to the top of the box with Velcro, and holes were cut in the sides for the thermal man-
agement system wires, temperature sensor wires, and incoming DC power plug. Two additional
holes were made in the side electronics box and a fan was added to increase airflow and cool down
the precision buck converters, which generated the most heat of any component in the box itself.
Finally two holes for LEDs and one rectangular hole for a power which were cut into the top of
the box so everything could be easily displayed and accessed.
The system was connected to a DC power supply and the final output voltages were tested to
be accurate. After this, the fridge was plugged directly into the battery box, and the system was
fully assembled and operational.This electrical testing combined the requirements in verifying the
thermoelectric modules and controls system. The successful integration of all cooling and controls
systems allowed for the further progress of the STEF system.
In the end, we found that our system was able to meet many of the initial goals that we set
out to accomplish, as highlighted in Table 9.1. The cooling capability and the power consumption
of the fridge exceeded our expectations significantly. Additionally our manufacturing cost is a
conservative estimate but is not outside the range for an affordable product based on our market
study. As a whole we believe our project to be a success.
Table 9.1: Combined Results
Performance
Capacity 26L
Max ∆T 36◦C
Time to reach 20◦C ∆T 6.9 min
Peak Power Consumption 63W
Power with Controls 30W
Manufacturing Target Cost 69.96 USD
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Chapter 10
Cost Analysis
10.1 Thermoelectric System
The main heat pump utilized in this design is a thermoelectric module. Thermoelectric modules
are relatively inexpensive as far as heat pumps go, generally falling within the price range of 30
to 80 USD. Characterizing the thermoelectric modules was, for the most part, done using data
sheets and physical dimension of the modules as sold by distributors. This allowed for the module
selection to be narrowed down. Several modules needed to be purchased for testing purposes,
to determine performance in real world application as compared to any theoretical performance
calculations. The cost for the prototype thermoelectric module can be referenced in Table 10.2.
10.2 Evaporative Cooling
The secondary coolant source was necessary to allow for safe storage at extreme heat levels
up to 35◦C. This system involved an external shell, a soaking material, and proper sealant. The
system required iterative testing but was finalized to be 2 cm thick and made of redwood, steel
sheet metal, protective mesh fabric, five castor wheels, two hinges, and two latches. The design is
a sheet metal shell enclosure to house the evaporative section with breathing through the fabric to
facilitate evaporative cooling, and RTV sealant on all joints. The cost analysis associated with this
design is shown in Table 10.1 and the design in Figure 10.1
Table 10.1: Cost associated with developing evaporative prototype
Material Cost
Sheet Metal 20.00 USD
RTV Sealant 8.00 USD
Protective Mesh 6.00 USD
Redwood Structure 8.80 USD
Wheels 13.85 USD
Latches 2.98 USD
Hinges 4.58 USD
TOTAL 64.21 USD
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Figure 10.1: Structure of evaporative shell design.
10.3 Heat Dissipation
The thermal management system serves as the primary cooling system. The internal section is
comprised of one end of a flat heat pipe, two small heat sinks, and two small fans. The external
portion is comprised of the other end of the flat heat pipe, a large thermoelectric module, a large
heat sink, and a large fan. To help improve the heat transfer between the different components
that make up the thermal management system and reduce the overall thermal resistance, thermal
interface material is used to hold the components together. The typical costs associated the the
components included in the thermal management system are shown in Table 10.2 and an exploded
view of the system design is shown in Figure 10.2.
Table 10.2: Cost associated with developing thermal management system prototype
Material Cost
Internal heat sinks 20 USD
Internal fans 10 USD
Flat heat pipe Donated
Thermoelectric module 73 USD
Large heat sink Donated
Large fan Donated
Thermal interface material 50 USD
Cork 3 USD
Nuts and bolts 2 USD
TOTAL 158 USD
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Figure 10.2: Exploded view of the thermal management system design.
10.4 Battery Box
The battery box system includes a protective outer shell, a 40 amp-hour AGM battery, 20 amp
double-load-PWM charge controller, and a mini combiner box with four 15 amp solar breaker
switches. A few extra lengths of wire will need to be included as well for enhanced accessibility
and a couple of ring terminals will allow us to connect the wires to the battery. Finally, an acrylic
casing will be laser cut to fit the custom size of box we require for a enhanced mobility and
durability. The costs associated with the battery box can be referenced in Table 10.3 below.
Table 10.3: Cost associated with developing battery box prototype
Material Cost
260W Solar Panel Donated
40AH AGM Battery 80 USD
20A DL PWM Charge Controller 27 USD
Combiner Box 30 USD
4 x 15A Breakers 48 USD
PV Wire 30 USD
Ring Terminals 5 USD
Casing 50 USD
TOTAL 270 USD
10.5 Electronics and Communication
The electronics components involve all of the power distribution and communication behind
the system. This means our WiFi chip, the ESP8266, and accompanying temperature sensing
hardware will be the main component of this system and will be put through extensive testing.
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The other main component of this system is the power distribution which will take power from the
battery box and distribute it to the refrigerator. Multiple buck converters will be needed to step
down voltages for the fans, thermoelectric module, and ESP8266 itself. The costs associated with
electronics and communication can be referenced in Table 10.4 below.
Table 10.4: Cost associated with developing microcontroller with WiFi Access Point
Material Cost
3 x ESP8266 30 USD
FTDI Serial USB Cable 18 USD
Breadboard Donated
3 x Protoboard 12 USD
Buck/Boost Converter Donated
Male to Male Jumper Wires 2 USD
2 x 3.3V Voltage Regulator 3 USD
Wire Nuts 5 USD
22AWG Solid Core Wire 17 USD
4 x Temperature Sensors 6 USD
TOTAL 93 USD
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Chapter 11
Business Plan and Future Developments
11.1 Introduction
In order to address the problems of improper food storage in regions that lack adequate access
to gridded electricity, we have developed a solar thermoelectric evaporative refrigeration system
that outperforms the industry standards for thermoelectric refrigeration. With this product, we
seek to create a business plan in conjunction with Ilumexico that allows for profit and social im-
pact focused in rural areas. Team STEF is primarily focused on the research and development
of the refrigerator with the marketing and distribution responsibilities left with Ilumexico. This
collaboration is effective because not only does it limit the initial investment cost to 11,076 USD
but it also allows for the seamless connection between Ilumexicos existing solar panel and battery
installation program throughout southern Mexico and the STEF refrigeration system.
11.2 Goals and Objectives
Thanks to our business partnerships we have connections with Ilumexico to not only build
the refrigerator but also help market and sell the device to customers in southern Mexico. We
have specific goals for the development of the device and seek to be involved in an advisory role
in regards to the implementation of the device to improve the health and safety of many. Our
developmental goals are to create a standardized process that will allow for easy manufacturing
and to work with Ilumexico to gradually move more and more of the manufacturing and assembly
of the system into Ilumexicos control. This goal requires relationships to be made and maintained
with suppliers for the heat pipes, heat sinks, and styrofoam cooler. We also hope to improve
the design of the system so that it is less obtrusive and allows for a greater overall capacity. As
an organization our broader goal is to improve food storage and thusly improve the health and
food confidence for off-grid communities, especially in the developing world. By partnering with
Ilumexico and targeting southern Mexico we will have a measurable impact and seek to have a
STEF cooler in each home that Ilumexico installs a solar panel and battery system.
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11.3 Product Description
The STEF refrigeration system is a solution for off-grid food storage where limited access to
power and high environmental temperatures are both factors. The system is successful because
of the combination different cooling techniques and an advanced controls system that keeps the
system operating efficiently and effectively.
The cooling system uses thermoelectric modules to provide the majority of the cooling effect.
These modules convert voltage to a temperature difference and when optimized as done through
our design process, the modules provide effective cooling at low power consumption. While these
modules are powerful they do have a limited performance, and in order to maintain effectiveness at
high ambient temperatures we have included evaporative cooling on the exterior walls of the sys-
tem. This requires no external power and relies on the heat transfer facilitated by water evaporating
off the surface. These two cooling techniques are powerful but to improve the effectiveness of the
thermoelectric module and the cooling capabilities, a thermal management system is utilized. This
system is comprised of heat sinks and a heat pipe to facilitate the removal of any generated heat,
allowing for uniform internal temperatures while minimizing peak temperatures from the removed
heat. These three technologies work in conjunction to cool food to a safe temperature.
The controls system of the system is advanced and works to run the thermoelectric module at
an appropriate temperature in relation to the ambient temperature. This system uses an algorithm
that controls the switching of power modes and keeps everything at a optimal and efficient power
level.
This system is still in development as we seek to further decrease the footprint of the cooling
apparatus, as well as increase the food storage capacity. However, all the cooling technologies are
finalized meaning the various components are known for the final design, it is just their packaging
that is continued to be updated.
The unique nature of having a system that is not only optimized but uses sensors to operate
smartly makes the STEF system more powerful than competitors in the off-grid refrigeration mar-
ket.
11.4 Potential Markets
The starting point for our product would be in Mexico. Ilumexico installs solar panels in com-
munities that lack access to gridded electricity and by connecting our system with their panels,
the people in these rural communities will have access to proper food storage. With Ilumexico as
our primary business partner, the areas with the greatest need for portable refrigeration systems
can be identified based on where they provide services. An example location where Ilumexico
has provided their services is in the city of Campeche. Based off the demand for solar panels that
Ilumexico has had in Campeche, the demand and need for proper refrigeration is high as well.
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After selling the product in Campeche, the sales could be expanded to other rural communities in
southern Mexico where Ilumexico is already making an impact, such as Guerrero.
11.5 Product Comparison
One of the current industry competitors for thermoelectric refrigeration systems is the Igloo
Thermoelectric Cooler. A comparison between our two products is seen in figure 11.1 highlighting
the various areas of performance strengths and weaknesses between the two designs.
Figure 11.1: Product Comparison
From Table 1, it can be shown that our refrigeration system outperforms the Igloo competition
in most categories. One of the main strengths of the Igloo cooler is its portability and the compact
design where there are no exposed components. All parts are structurally well supported within
their low-profile design. However as far as performance goes, we are able to significantly outper-
form them in all major categories including max temperature difference, power consumption, and
cooling rate.
Igloo claims that their cooler can reach a temperature difference of up to 20◦ Celsius after
a cool down period of 2.5 hours, however when tested it was only able to reach a temperature
difference of 19◦ Celsius. This means that for safe food storage the Igloo is only able to work in
much lower ambient environments than our STEF system. The Igloo rate of cooling is significantly
outperformed by our refrigeration system which allows STEF to use much less power since it needs
to be on for shorter periods of time. Lastly, our mass production cost of manufacturing (found to
be 62 USD) allows for our product to be sold at 124 USD which is significantly cheaper than the
prototyping costs and allows our product to be competitive with Igloo.
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11.6 Marketing Strategy
The marketing, sales, and distribution will be largely handled by our partnering organization
Ilumexico, as they already have a business model in place that can be utilized to advertise and
distribute our product to people throughout rural Mexico. Our product aims to be marketed at
off-grid communities who lack proper food storage systems, as well as mobile businesses such
as fishermen or food distributors who wish to transport their food in a safe manner. Ilumexico
currently sells and installs small scale solar arrays complete with batteries around Campeche and
Mexico City. STEF could easily be an addition to the solar arrays Ilumexico sells, as many of these
customers are in the market for food storage and an investment in solar could easily justify a small
refrigerator to pair it with.
11.7 Manufacturing Plans
STEF will be produced in Mexico City, and production will be overseen by Ilumexico. They
will need to rent a manufacturing space with minimal tools and facilities and only a few well
trained employees. To assemble the fridge takes two employees less than an hour assuming every
part purchased and cut to specific lengths. We hope to start with 100 units of STEF and slowly
move up and expand to Ilumexico outlets outside of Mexico City. Depending on demand after
the first 100 fridges are manufactured, we can chose to purchase a set of 100 or more parts, and
distribute fridges to other Ilumexico locations as necessary.
For the first 100 units, material costs will be 6,196 USD, the overhead to rent a space for a
month will be 500 USD and train and pay six employees 40 hrs/week for a month will cost 2,880
USD. Assembly equipment plus a margin of error budget of 1,500 USD will mean we need 11,076
USD to start.
11.8 Product Cost
When looking at any business plan, it is necessary to make sure that the business itself is viable.
This means that the cost of manufacturing the project should be less than the price the product is
sold for in order to make profit.
With STEF, the overall costs were relatively high for just the prototype, but with scaled manu-
facturing of 100 or more units, the price can be brought down significantly to around 60 USD, at
a conservative estimate. This would be brought down even further overtime as relationships with
manufacturers develop and our production volume increases beyond 100.
However, these numbers do not take into account assembly and space costs that would be nec-
essary to put together these refrigerators. Ilumexico would cover both of these costs, as they would
also be selling the fridge. Based on an hourly wage in Mexico of 3 USD/hr for a manufacturing
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Table 11.1: Specific Material Costs
Item Prototype Cost [USD] Mass Production Cost [USD]
Electronics + Controller 65.95 14.96
Heat Sinks 100.00 20.00
Thermoelectric Module 69.99 30.00
Heat Pipe 3.00 2.00
Fans 20.00 5.00
Insulation + Housing 42.00 13.00
Grand Total 300.94 61.96
job and assuming it takes two people one hour to assemble one refrigerator, a cost of 6 USD will
be added to each refrigerator. Plus a divided 1 USD per refrigerator will be added for space costs,
bringing the total price of each refrigerator to 69.96 USD.
In our market study, potential users stated they would be willing to pay anywhere from 124 to
374 USD for a functioning refrigerator. Additionally, our competition, the Igloo Thermoelectric
Cooler is priced at 116 USD. Based on this information, we are choosing to price STEF at 124
USD meaning we will make a profit of 54.04 USD per fridge.
11.9 Service
Our refrigeration system is rated to last at least 6 years with continuous use, not including
damages incurred by the users. All electrical components will allow for extended continuous
use, therefore the main concern for users is damaging their styrofoam insulation. Any broken
or malfunctioning units can be brought to one of Ilumexicos regional centers where diagnostics
can be run quite easily based on the microcontroller readings or visual inspection. If the issue is
relatively simple to solve, such as a broken fan, clamp, styrofoam, circuitry issues, etc., the broken
or non-functioning parts will be replaced for a fee charged to the customer. Issues with larger
components such as the TEM or heat pipe, the consumer will need to purchase an entire new unit
as they can not be easily replaced.
To provide quality refrigeration systems, a warranty will be provided to ensure the product is
working properly and to provide confidence to the customer in a way that corresponds to Ilumexi-
cos existing business plan.
11.10 Financial Plan
The income plan for the STEF refrigeration system is direct. The only income source is from
the sales of the refrigerator with service costs not contributing to profit as they are done at cost.
The partnership with Ilumexico is specific and after all research and development work is complete
the subsequent finances will be under their control. This proposed cash flow is shown in the Cash
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Flow Diagram, as seen in Figure 11.2.
Figure 11.2: Cash Flow Diagram
Following our business plan, we would need an initial investment of 11,076 USD to establish
production and distribution within Mexico. This investment would cover materials, labor, and
general fixed costs associated with production, as detailed in the Manufacturing Plans. The cost to
produce one unit, including fixed cost, is 69.96 USD with a 77 percent markup to meet the needs
of the most frugal consumer the end unit price is 124 USD. Factoring in these costs, it would take
9 months for a return on the original 11,076 USD investment.
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Chapter 12
Engineering Standards and Constraints
12.1 Ethical Concerns
The ethical implications of our project are significant but not life altering and it is most im-
portant that we do not allow for design alterations in the name of ease or cost when it comes at
the cost of morality or safety. It is this principle that has been and will continue to guide our de-
sign process and decision making. Since we are providing a solution to a food safety problem it
is paramount that the safe food storage temperature for perishable foods of 4 degrees Celsius. It
would be unethical to make this claim and then not be able to maintain the temperature in all cases
because we are providing not only a solution to a financial problem associated with transportation
and ice maintenance but also a health concern that at its worst can lead to systemic problems and
catastrophic illnesses such as cancer.
We also have partnerships with external organizations in order to meet the overall goal of solv-
ing food storage problems in rural off grid communities. Ilumexico, an entrepreneurial organi-
zation based in Mexico City, is working with us to implement the device and insure that each
customer has access to solar power production through another project or Team STEF. Ilumex-
ico’s current objective is to try and provide change through powerful technology and people. Their
past actions have remained ethical as does their mission statement: We fight poverty by providing
access to solar power, however it is important for us to remember as a team that they have other
obligations and we cannot let their needs sway our design or decisions that would focus our the
design on something outside of provide economical safe food storage [14].
12.2 Sustainability
Sustainability plays a huge role in engineering in today’s world. In light of the significant
impact that humanity is having upon our planet, it is of the utmost importance to design with a
sustainable mentality that looks towards the future. However, sustainability comes at a price and
as a team that is designing a product to be as inexpensive as possible, sustainability of product
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design is difficult. As far as raw materials used to create our product, our design uses styrofoam
as the insulating container. Styrofoam is a synthetic material that takes hundreds of years to break
down and decay. For testing purposes we have utilized recycled styrofoam as an attempt to lower
the environmental impact. However, we also utilize solar panels as the main power generation
source. In terms of generating electricity, solar panels are extremely sustainable. Our design aims
to be self-powered and independent from any grid power source. This makes the powering of our
refrigeration system sustainable and conscientious of our planet and its resources.
12.3 Economics
Economics and the potential to improve the economic situation of the people of Campeche is
one of the biggest reasons we are designing this refrigerator. Currently, the people of Campeche
have to travel to the market every morning to purchase ice, carry it back, and use it to refrigerate
their coolers. This journey to buy ice can be multiple miles and is especially burdensome for
those without access to transportation. On top of this, ice is costly in Campeche, and costs time to
transport daily. Further, local merchants currently use these ice-box coolers to carry fish, meats,
and other food to the center of town to sell it that day. If they knew their fridge could keep the
food at safe temperatures for more than a day, we would be able to reduce food waste of these
merchants, thereby increasing their everyday profit of goods. Of course, we want to make our
refrigerator as inexpensive as possible to make it as financially accessible as possible, but we also
need it to be functional and effective. Because of this, we are attempting to use as many standard
components as possible, and avoid custom components that would disproportionately increase the
price of this refrigerator.
12.4 Environmental
The environmental constraints surrounding the design of the refrigerator had an impact on the
design process. The refrigeration system is going to be able to function at temperatures up to 35
degrees Celsius, which is the average high temperature in Campeche. The knowledge of the very
high temperatures of the climate surrounding Campeche allowed the design to incorporate evap-
orative cooling. Evaporative cooling utilizes the high temperatures of Campeche to add another
layer of cooling to the refrigeration system to help lower the internal temperature of the refrigerator
to a safe food storage temperature. Although not a direct connection to the system, the amount of
travel reduced by implementing the refrigerator in Campeche has an impact on the environment.
The current food storage method in Campeche requires the residents to drive a long distance to
purchase a large amount of ice for their coolers and then they must drive the same distance back
to their community. The frequent travel causes a large amount of carbon dioxide emission and
increases the rate at which the climate temperatures are increasing. Campeche is a state located
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in the southern section of Mexico and is near the Gulf of Mexico. Global warming is a direct
consequence of carbon emissions and it will cause the average sea level in the world to rise and it
could cause unpredictable natural disasters[15]. The rural community our system will be helping
is included in the 450,000 people who would be affected by the rise in sea level[15]. Cutting down
on the travel will benefit not only the people of today, but also the environmental conditions of the
future.
12.5 Health and Safety
The development of our system directly concerns the health and safety of the people using the
device. The current method of perishable food storage is unsafe and cannot adequately maintain
a safe temperature to thwart infection or illness. The main problem that we are addressing is to
prevent illness and nutritional deficiencies that are a result of inadequate refrigeration.
The development of the device is not a primary concern of health and safety. The device has
little over power usage and the electrical safety concerns primarily deal with the the solar power
generation system.
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Chapter 13
Conclusion
Current food storage methods in developing off grid communities are inadequate and can re-
sult in health problems and serious illness. In Campeche, Mexico, the people rely on icebox-style
camping coolers to store food. This leads to a time consuming refrigeration method that is in-
consistent and unreliable, if not constantly monitored. In order to combat this problem, we are
developing a compact self-sustaining refrigerator that maintains safe temperatures in extreme heat
by means of thermoelectric modules, evaporative cooling, advanced heat dissipation and a controls
system. This is all powered through a solar panel making the system not only effective for the off
grid scenario that is Campeche but is also environmentally conscious. The current design of our
solution works to combine the precision control and effectiveness of thermoelectric modules with
optimized heat dissipation architecture and passive cooling by means of evaporation. These three
subsystems are all governed by a solar station and microcontroller that allows the refrigerator to
be completely self sustaining. Our design process has faced significant challenges: cooling be-
yond the tested thermoelectric performance, evaporative cooling maintenance and placement, and
the heat dissipation modes. In short, we seek to effectively design a system that will safely store
perishable foods for people living in remote communities.
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A.2 Timeline
Table A.1: Timeline
Quarter Week Goal
1 Team/Project Assignment
2 Submit Proposal
3 Team Name, research, and RG Draft
4 RG finalization, SoE Grant Drafting, testing and research
Fall 5 Analytical Modeling, SoE Grant Final, research
6 Analytical Modeling, Physical research
7 Testing, Part ordering, research
8 Part implementation, Testing, Research
9 Testing, Research
10 Working V1
by 3 Rigorous testing to find flaws in V1
Winter by 5 Part upgrades for V2 installed
by 8 Begin testing on V2
by 10 Decision on need for V3
Spring by 4 Have final version completed
by 6 Have presentation finalized
May 12 Presentation
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